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PTA Members Urged to Bei at School Meeting Saturday
s
lieetid-P14eld David Capps, WENK Writer
Gives latest Flood Account
?if

How do t ley do i department:
The folks of Martin, Te-nn., are
busying
themselves these days
with plans to welcome a factory
of the Western Garment Company of St. Louis, makers of the
famous "Jean Harper" dresses.
The company is seeking a building of 30,000 feet flobr space on
which they will pay $6,600 rental,
plus 6 percent per year on the total investment and maintain the
building on the inside.
Estimated total payroll is $300,000 per year. This factory seems
in the same class with our own
Henry I. Siegel Company, whose
value to this community cannot
be measured in words or finances.
We'll bet the good folks at the
Siegel Company could tell us of a
lot of folks wanting to settle here.
How come site-seekers go to Martin, when our transportation facilities make Fulton as close to St.
Louis as one is to two.
We'll close with the 'we just
don't understand it department,"

David Calms, former Fulton newspaper man and now a representative of Radio Station WENK in Union City, made a tour
of the Hickman levee on Tuesday at dusk. The following is his
report of the situation,, vritten especially for the News.

The flood sAuation in and around Hickman and western Tenn,ssee looks a bit rough at nightfall tonight. However, there is no
immediate reaSon for great alarm. The water hit a level of 36 inches
below the level of 1937 this morning at Hickman and is still rising.
Jusj how much more water will hit Hickman depends 'on the amount
af rainfall in the immediate future and also the amount of water
that hits western Kentucky out of the flooded Wabash basin in south:•rn Indiana. About one foot more is expected at Hickman before
midnight Wednesday. If the river at Hickman shows any drop at all
before the water from the Wab- and washing about two dozen
ash hits Hickman, it r„.,,ht not be homes off their foundations. First
sufficient to cause any great rise date of danger in 1937 came on
there. At the southeri, tip of the January 21 when the river hit
concrete wall at Hickman the wa- the seawall.
ter stood only 36 tnches below the
Usually when it hits the sea1937 level.
wall there it shows about 43.9 on
It is, however, thooght that the the guage at Cairo. However it
old Mengel levee m Alt not hold struck hard on the seawall last
the water that has F. uck it dur- week in Hickman and now rests
ing the last few cla• s. It is strk- only 36 inches from the top.
ing at the N,,ery top ..f this partiThe gauge at Cairo this morncular levee now. It
take less ing stood at about 54 feet. High
than one foot to ra it over this level at Cairo was hit on Feb. 2,
levee. This short ley
is the one 1937 when it
crested at 59.75.
that holds the wate. ,.rom the ri- Some 365 government employed
ver off the Mene,A 'ant and it men were put to vrork along with
Our good friends,
Mary and is located between the Highway over 500 at Hickman on January
Jake Howard down at Hickman levee and the government levee. 25th in 1937, to stave off a break
seem to be pretty much in
a Alil families have been moved out in the government levee, which
quandry. They have received a of this area and hundreds
of if it had broken, it would have
letter from a former Hickmanian. families are pouring into Hick- flooded over 65,000 acres of rich
Mrs. Forest (Irene Seay) Cramer, man from Missouri today.
lands below Hickman and in Lake
who is now living in Yokahama, • s • • ***** County Tennessee. It would also
Japan. In her letter Mrs. Cramer
Reelfoot
Hickman was safe, for the have washed through
said that she took an enjoyable time being at least, behind its Lake. On the morning of Feb. 2.
side trip to Kawana. B. C. F. and floodwall, and refugees from 1937 the water hit the top of the
Jake the Birds Point-No v Madrid levee or seawall at Hickman. Alfor the like of Mary and
they can't find out where in the area of' Missouri %sere being so aiding danger to the situation,
They have con- landed in town.
world Kawana
there was the strong north wind
sulted atlases, gazeteesr, school
Residents of that section were that whipped thousands of tons
teachers, county agents and other nioving out in advance of a of water over the seawall. It is alwithout any possible flooding of the area to so remembered that on January
smart people but
clue as ta. the "shrangri-la." We relieve pressure on levees else- 30. !Sill.
.1a.ge barge loaded
feel in our hearts that some Fut- where.
with workers, fighting the levee,
tonian can help out down there.
The Mississippi at Hickman sank and 15 men were drowned
reader was three and a half feet from along with 13 that
How about some good
were lost,
coming up with the asnwer. As the top of the floodwall.
never to be found. How this hapfor us . . . never heard of it.
It will be remembered that on pened was nevr learned.
the morning of January 24, 1937
Radio station WENK of Union
Well sire, you
never
know the water topped Mengel leeee
City will give their services for
what'll they do next. A story was and at 8:30 that night she went
emergency communication if the
a out, flooding this small enclosure,
told us the other day about
situation grows as bad or worse
_former Fultonian, in the tiny tot wrecking 3,000,000 feet of lumber
than in 1937 and complete hig.h
class. Understand, that little Sid
water and river bulletins will be
Dyer, young son of Dr. and Mrs.
broadcast hourly. Today we witSidney Dyer of Kutawa. Ky.,
nessed numerous situations that
went to, church wtih his mother
reminded us of the 1937
high
in Princeton recently, there being
water. We saw dozens of trucks,
no church of their denomination
wagons and trailers being pulled
in their own city. Little Sid, hitout of Hickman county and. Lake
ened to the Mass patiently, pretty
Government
economists esti- county, bringing
families out and
much
engrossed. his mother mates that the GI insurance reto higher ground.
thought in the Latin recitations, bate checks in the sum of $2.when all of sudden during a short 800,000,000 to 16.000,000 veterans
pause in the ceremony, little Sid, will boost the nation's business, First District Receives
stands to his full height in the and is cited as the No. 1 factor in
$38.844 For Polio Fund
predicting
pew and shouts:
good
conditions
throughout
at
least
half
of
1950.
The 14 counties in the 1st Con"Sold to American."
Some effect has already been gressional District received $38,Understand Dezzy is still takfelt in the business world, especi- 844.57 to aid in their fight against
ing nerve tablets.
ally those devising new
credit polio in 1949, Gabe B.
Taylor,
GI's may pur- Greensburg, Kentucky chairman
We realize that we might be a plans, whereby
and of the 1950 March of Dimes delittle tardy in reporting this next chase needed merchandise
item, but its news just the same. make no payments until they re- clared this week.
Taylor said the District sufferWhen a congenial group of Fill- ceive insurance rebate checks.
The Veterans
Administration ed 137 cases of the
disease.
tonians composed of Mr. and Mrs.
that Among the 14 District counties,
Maxwell McDade, Dr. and Mrs. announced the past week
out
200,000 McCracken was the hardest hit
Ward Bushart, and Mr. and Mrs. it is hoped to
Bob White attended a New Year's checks daily, and that „it is fur- with 30 cases and the lightest
estimated that -all checks was Carlisle with 0 cases.
party at the swank country club ther
in Paducah, they were right in will be in the .hands of veterans I In the entire state, $235,511.85
the midst of gala activities with by June 30, if the planned aver- was spent on patient care comchecics pared with $134,686.28 raised in
Vice-President and Mrs. Alben age of mailing 200,000
1949.
Barkley. They reported the Veep- daily can be maintained.
her
ess to be as charming as
photos, and the Veep to be his
usual good old Kentucky self. It
was difficult for the distinguished
couple to eat their meal, so steady
and so enthusiastic were the wellviolin, viola,
Mary Nell Grubbs
saxophone
and
wishers, but then, that probably
Evelyn Daugherty
clarinet. Her brother played the
didn't bother the- couple. As _AIWe, of Siegel City, wish to say violin, piano and trombone. Hilben would say:
to Mrs. Douglas Webb , degard herself says she used to
welcome
public,
"That's the American
which he of Dukedom. Mrs. Webb was for- play the piano but is out of pracwithout
my dear,"
wouldn't
make the big splash merly Miss Hildegard Menzel of tice now.
that he does, we add.
Berlin, Germany. Hildegard tells
She also tells us of her only
us that she has been in America brother, who was killed by the
Decemseventh
of
the
year
Russians during the war. He was
Terry-Norman Students one
been with us at a
ber. She 'has
of the air force band.
Give to March of Dimes Siegel only about three weeks. I Hemember
was married to a Baroness and
work here they were on their honeymoon
her
finds
she
believe
The 82 students of Terry-Nordifferent to her and he was developing pictures
man school in Fulton turned in with us a little
Germany.
when he spilled acid on his feet.
$97.53 Thursday morning as their work back in
She speaks very good English He remained in a hospital for a
contribution to the current Polio
talk
year.
interesting
to
The flesh was eaten from
and is very
drive.
This school is the first to re- with and she doesn't mind talk- his feet to the bone. He was senport, and
Elbert ing about her life in Germany. tenced to death for being a traitaccording to
young or which hefiad planned purposJohns, County chairman, sets a She is a very attractive
to
"high tendert:I.". for other schoo lady with beautiful, bright, brown ely because he didn't want
fight He was put in charge
of
eyes.
to follow.
a
father,
command
her
and
sent
of
into
a
dense
Hildegard speaks
has
Lions Club
The Fulton
known woods full of Russians. He never
Menzel, a well
contributed
$100 to the Polio Franz
drive, and is the first local or- musician, who played in all the returned. Mrs. Webb says that
resorts her brother's wife believes that
ganization so far to vote funds opera houses and heal
s the he iq still alive and a prisoner
in Germary. Mr. Menz
for the campaign.

GI CHECKS MEAN
BRISK BUSINESS

Mrs. Ernest Fall, Jr.
TQ Broadcast For
Polio Funds
Another in a
series of rade,
broadcasts in the interest of raising funds for the March of Dimes,
is scheduled for tonight (Friday)
over Station WENK in Union
City, Mrs. Hendon Wright, radio
publicity chairman for this year's
drive said today.
Time of the
broadcast is 7:00 p,
On Tuesday of this week Mrs.
Wright interviewed Miss Mildred Greer over the air. Friday
night, Mrs. Ernest Fall, Jr., president of the West Fulton PTA will
speak on the program, and
on
Tuesday night, January 24, E. E.
Williamson,
president of
the
Chamber
of
Commerce will
speak.

School Men Seek New Taxes
As Means to Get More Funds
PMA PERSONNEL
HERE SATURDAY

Chas. E.
Wright, Chairman,
Fulton County PMA Committee,
announced today that the office
personnel would be in
Fulton,
Saturday, January 21, at the
Southern
States Co-Operative
Store (one block East of
the
Post Office) to receive 1949 Performance Reports.
Application
for payment and performance reports are made at the same time.
Mr. Wright also stated that it is
farmest
essentilfr
a o
r o reot
p
practices carried out in order to
be eligible for payment. This is
the last time that the office personnel will be in Fulton under
the 1949 Year•
Farmers who are
unable to
meet this date should make an
immediate report to the County
A recreational party
will be Office in Hickman. Ky.
held at Chestnut Glade
School
Gym on Thursday night, January 26 at 7:00 p. m. This party is Otha Linton Named On
to be sponsored by the
Young Debate Team at Murray
Farmers and Homemakers
OrOtha Linton, son of Mr. and
ganization of Weakley County.
Mrs. O. C. Linton, 115 Cedar
This organization
selected as street, Fulton, and Nolan Shepone of its projects for the year ard, son of Rev. and Mrs. Ray
the sponsorship of a series of re- Shepard, Water Valley, Ky., are
creational parties in various com- members of the varsity debate
munities of Weakley County, for team at Murray State
College.
the purpose of giving Community They recently participated
in
Service and increase its enroll- non-decision intercollegiate dement in the organization.
bates with Southeast
Missouri
Everyone from the
Chestnut State College and Evansville ColGlade Community is cordially in- lege on the subject "Resolved:
vited and urged to help make this That the United
States should
first recreational program of the nationalize the
basic non-agriorganization a success.
cultural industry."

RECREATION PARTY
AT CHESTNUT GLIDE

Highly Controversial School Appropriation Hints
of Move to Draft John S. Cooper For Senate;
Doran Uncooperative to School Teachers
Failing in their efforts to influence Governor Earle Clements, or'
former schoolman and House Speaker Adron Doran, to appropriate
$34,500,000 for Kentucky schools, Kentucky educators began a series of eleven district' meetings this week to pass increased tax legislation for educational purposes. W. L. Holland, superintendent ar
city schools reported today.
Under discussion are such revenue producing matters as:

* 1. Raising the tax of a pack of
cigarettes to five cents, now two
cents.
.
2. On beer to $3, now $1.50.
3. On parlinutuel betting to 10
per cent, now three per cent.
The Dry Lake District
Com4. On whiskey production to HO
mittee of Boy Scouts met in reg- cents a gallon, now five cents.
ular monthly meeting
January
The meeting of the rirst Dis16th with the following Scouters trict educators, which
Mr. Holpresent: Glynn Bushart, Milton land will attend, is
scheduled tee
Exum, W. B. Seight, Hugh Bar- be held Saturday
morning at ten
nes, Louis Weaks, Jack Speight, o'clock at Murray State
TeachCharles Jones, Garland Merry- er's College. All
Parent-Teacher
man, Sid Rose, Scoutmaster Kim- groups and
interested citizens are
bell, Van Latta, Elbert Johns, invited to the
meeting.
Foad Homra, R. E. Sanford, MaxMr. Holland, co-chairman of a
well McDade, Scoutmaster, Harry
First District conunittee to eduNewton and
Clardy
Holland,
with the dire
Hicicman, Harry Brady, Clinton, cate the public
Stanley Jones, Jack Carter, Nel- needs of Kentucky's sehol system
said that c,hances looked
son Tripp, Cubmaster Rev. Rueb,
Rev. Stone, Spud Edwards, and "good" for passage of the revenue
Producing tax measures.
Bertes Pigue.
State-wide, and in many locaT
Reports of all Troops and Cub
communities, tremendous anarnoPacks were made.
Plans were discussed for the sity is being built up
against
pilgrimage of the
Scouts
to Governor Clements and especialValey Forge Park near Philadel- ly House Speaker Adron Doran
phia June 30th-July 6th
when because of their stand in refusing
10,000 Boy Scouts from all Na- to heed the proposals of the KenEducation
tions wilf
encamp for a week tucky
Association..
with trips to points of interest Great hope had been placed, it
there and side trips into Philadel was reliably reported, on Doran.
phia and New York. A Boy Scout a former schoolmau,to assist with
must be 12 years old and hold the appropriation. But Doran's.
the rank of second class or better attitude on the matter was sum.that last year there were 14 aa*
to be able to attend. Special cars med up in the following convermany cases in the state and onewill be attached to the regular sation, with prominent educators
third as many in our county as
scheduled trains on which reduc- who pleaded with him to recogthere were in the preceding 13
ed rates have been secured. The nize Harry Lee Waterfield, in-years.
total cost of the trip will be ap- stead of Floor Leader Hanratty„
In all these years your dimes
proximately $100.00 per boy. It an opponent of the increased apand dollars have been stretched
is hoped that at least 66 boys propriation.
and stretched
again. right now from the Four Rivers
Council
Mr. Doran is reported to have
care is possible which
was not will attend.
There will not be
possible a few years ago. Regard- another International Jamboree replied:
Tommorrow morning I shall'
less of how much you could af- like this until 1960.
recognize, Mr. Hanratty, and not
ford to pay, if someone in your
National Scout week will be
farnily had
polio. the
modern observed Feb. 6th-14th and a spe- Mr. Waterfield.
treatment they could and would cial service will be held at one
The attitude of the Governor
receive was made possible
be- of the local churches. A further and his General Assembly leadcause you and others in past year announcement will be made la ers has started the ball rolling
gave to the March of Dimes.
leaders to draft
ter.
A financial drive will be among school
Scientists are
making great made during the week to secure Senator John S. Cooper, a forprogress in the polio field; they funds for the yea.r's operation. A mer U. S. Senator and a Republieven go so to say that "within the new sponsor is being -sought for can, to seek the office of United
foreseeable
future" a solution the South Fulton Troop.
The States Senator from Kentucky in
may be found. The
support of Cubs plan a
banquet for next the primaries this summer. Govthis program of research is our week. The annual scoutmasters ernor
Clements has been menone and hope for ever wiping out appreciation dinner will be held tioned as a possible Democratic
the polio scourge.
Paducah, Feb. candidate for that office.
in Cobb Hotel,
The state of Kentucky $75,000.- 14th. This district will have at
00 last month for care and treat- least four
SECOND CONCERT WED.
become I
Scouts to
ment of Kentucky patients. AIL Eagles at this dinner.
The second concert in the
these patients received the best
Community Concert series in
Fulton will be given next Wedkind of care that science knows
how to prescribe. And it was all
nesday, when a Grand OPera
your doing; you paid the
Quartette will appear at the
bill:
Fulton Hi auditorium
Now the money is all gave—the
cupboard is bare; now it is time
Admission is to members ef
to swing into the March of Dimes
the association only.
Count3; Production and Markagain to keep thig work going on
and on—care, treatment, and re- eting Administration committees
search. These things March
to- are now taking applications for
gether in a full program to whip new farm tobacco allotments for
to
polio. The
whole
program is 1950 from farmers eligible
NEW
share in the small acerage availyours.
able for these allotments, R. O.
ARRIVALS
Wilson, chairman of the State
DEPARTMENT
toPMA Committee, said here
day.
Applicants for these allotments
are required to file applications
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Crittendon
ture of the wedding proved that with county PMA Committees announce the birth of a six pound
to me.
prior to February 1, 1950, except
six ounce son, Chris Lee, born
disHildegard says she doesn't care applicants who have been
January 15 at Jones C' nic.
charged from the armed services
Herold Bernet
Mr. and Mrs.
for Hitler also her family ressince December 31, 1949. The lat- Fulton, Rout,e One, an.imince the
pected him as they all are Cath- ter may file within a "reasonable
birth of a nine pourd son bores
olics.
time" prior to planting of to- January
16 at the Fuifon Hospitbacco.
She says that
when she left
al.
There
regulations
apply
to
all
Germany over 66,000 German
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. r ',yell, Fultobaccos produced under marketton, Route One, are '1 e parents
girls had married American boys. ing quotas in the state.
of a nine pound th rteen ounce
She says that she has been told
daughter born January 15 at Fulthat the reason so many Ameri- SUE FORREST
ton Hospital.
can boys preferred German girls HONORED ON
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Veatch,
were because they are more eco- 12th BIRTHDAY
Wingo, Route One, announce the
nomical and more easily pleased.
Sue Forrest was
honored on birth of a six pound seven ounce
American peopre are much bet- her twelfth
birthday Saturday ;baby girl born January 14 at the
ter dressed than Germans, she afternoon with a skating party
j Fulton Hospital.
says. S,he says that the Germans at the Martin roller rink given
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Clark of
have a worn out look due to the by her aunt, Mrs. C. P. Bruce.
Ferndale, Mich., are the parents
shortage of food.
_The hostesq, _misted by Mrs. _of a daughter, &incite; bortt
Algain, we say welconie Hike- Bill Holland served. delichtful Thureclay, January
12 at the
gard and if there is any way in sandwiches, Coca-Colas and
ice Highland Park General Hospital,
which we can be of assistance to cream.
Favors
of miniature Highland Park, Mich. Mrs. Clark
you just let us know. I'm sure it drums of candy were given each is the former Jessie Ilarper
of
won't be so hard after you get guest. Sue received msny
nice Dreeden. Mr. Clark formerly livthe hang of it.
gifts.
ed in Fulton.

BOY SCOUTS HAVE
REGULAR MEETING

FACTS ABOUT THE MAINII OF DIMES
BY'Agatha Vselpel
opened
The Mareh of Dimes
January 14th ,in Kentucky and
will continue
through the end
of January. That's just two weeks
and the workers in the campaign
are trying to make it easy for
everyone to participate because
they know the need. They know
too that everyone wants to take
part in this drive. The state goal
is set at $500,000.00 and the Fulton quota is $3500.00.
The story of the
March
of
Dimes is quite simple. the entire
program of the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis is a
matter of simple economics. The
money is used to provide treatment, hospital and nursing ca-.-e
and rehahilitation of damaged
nerYes and muscles and to find
means of stamping out the disease.
All of these things take money
so much money that it is necessary for everyone to contribute
in this once a year drive to sustain those stricken people and Jo
provide care for those whom we
may be reasonably sure well be
stricken with polio in 1950.
The 1949
incident of
polio
reached 40,000 reported cases in
the United States: in Kentucky
these were 689 cases; in Fulton
County there were eight cases. In
viewing the polio records of the
13 year period from 1925 through
1948 and comparing the
1949
records with that period we find

Siegel City Welcomes German Worker
of the Russians.
My interesting young
friend
tells me of how she worked as a
house maid according to the laws
of Hitler. Just luck for her, she
got a job in the house of her best
friend's sister. She then, after one
year as a house maid, went to
commercial school and got a job
as a secretary with a large firm.
She worked in the office until after the war when the Americans
troops moved into Berlin.
She
could speak English and when
this was made
known she was
given a job in the 633rd Laundry
Co., irethe U. &Army as clerk.
She kept this joly‘for two years.
Mr. Webb was stationed at the
Quartermaster Company Pepot
a supply clerk and met the lovely lady while turning in clothes
to the laundry in December of
1946. They were married November 8, 1948 in Berlin. It must have
been a beautiful affair. The pie-

COMMITTEE TAKING
NEVAPPLICATIONS
.
•••=a
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There is ... nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy. like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause.—Anonymous.

President's National Health Insurance Plan in
its present form. It further taxes the employer,
the employee, and will wreck incentive in a
well organized and, for the most part, efficient profession.

by McFeetfers

Unless the rnedical profession gets on the
rnedicine of its
ball, offers a plan of "charity .
own" and dispenses with its sometimes indifferent attitude toward "inabilities to pay,"
they will be the first in a long line of businesses and professions that will be forced to
take the yoke of socialism being forced on the American public.
We're ready to fight are you Doc?

FRIDAY, JANUARY ES, 1958

Special Note To N. J. G.
For whatever it might be worth to any
politician who has sometimes dreamed of beKentucky,
ing United States Senator from
we're tipping you off that now is the time to
get right in and anonunce for the office.
Heralded as the most formidable =Governor
announced candidate in the race,
Earle C. Clements seems to have turned his
back on any chances he might have had, by
deliberately bucking the educational leaders
in the State.
We say, deliberately, because we mean
just that. It seems to us that it might have
been within his prerogative to renege, if he
did, on his promise to back every objective
of KEA's platform, but then to turn around
and ridicule KEA's efforts to acquaint the puunnecessary
bile with their platform is an
slap in the face to the folks who are the most
overworked, underpaid, unappreciated group
al citizens in the State ... the school teachers.
We cringe a little when we see the teachers in our neighboring State of Termessee
getting far greater salaries than our own Kentucky teachers, and then note where $17,000,000 more is sought from the Tennessee LegisMore
lature to give teachers pay increases.
power to the forward-looking Tennesseans,
and shame on Kentucky law-makers for enjoying the next to la_st place berth in the Nation's Educational set-up.

Good Work, Harry Lee!
Fulton-I:Eckman counties representative
larry Lee Waterfield, Clinton publisher, cer—
tainly has kept the spotlight on the First District with his major vietory 'in delaying passage of the Admiriistration's $131,000,000 budget bill.
For whatever the delaying action is worth,
it does show conclusively that the two counties are well represented.
With no attempt to get cm the bandwagon, although
Harry Lee knew full vvell
that we pledged our support to another very
fine gentleman, Harvey Pewitt, and therefore
could not vote twice, we feel that Fulton and
Hickman counties are getting their share of
recognition in the General Assembly.
Its getting to be a habit though. Remember the work done by Harvey Pewitt and
Charlie Waggoner on the eleventh hour passage of FuIton's school bill last year?
Which reminds us, Governor
Clements
vetoed that bill, too.
What's the matter Earle, don't you want
us'en to have any book larnin'.
Congratolatiens, Harry Lee.
May you
someday realize your political ambitions,
which will certainly be to the distinct advantage of the First District and the res-t of the
State, too.

Quick Doctor, The Spray Gun!
The Democratic Administration, through
a series of direct by mail news releases to
newipapers, complete with questionaires and
brochures, is starting a campaign in favor of
the President's National Compulsory Health
Insurance plan, that makes the American
Medical Association's "lobbying" attempt look
Eke small potatoes.
Under the atispices of a new organization
called the Committee for the Nation's Health,
1418 F. Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. volumes of material are heing mailed out setting
forth reasons why the National Health
Int
=ranee bill, SI679, should be enacted into
law.
Last year when the bill was first introduced, the AMA, through its affiliate state, county and local groups, set the woods on fire explaining to lay people vvhy the bill should not
be passed. The combined efforts of all interested groups had the desired affect on members of Congres.s and the President, because
the bill was way-laid.
But this year, a Congressional election
year, when candidates seeking office will promise anything to get elected, it is our studied
opinion. that the American Medical-Association, AND ITS AFFILIATE GROUPS HAVE
REALLY'FALLEN DOWN ON THE JOB.
The News is categorically opposed to the

THE TYRANNY OF WORDS
Stuart Chase, S. I. Hayakawa, and others
have written many books about the tyranny of
words. There are more books that could be
written, for all of us are victims of words in
every phase of our human life. Folklore is
valid in few places more than in words. So accustomed are we to assuming that the word
is the thing itself that we rather resent any
interference with our pet likes and dislikes.
I am convinced that most political baci
feeling turns primarily on words.
In the
extreme western end of our state Democrat
,-does i•iot mean merely a term applied to a certain political party, a party that has certainly
changed its point of view
many times; it
means all that is best and noblest in huinanity,
in politics, and just about everything else. In
the extreme eastern end the term Republican
has exactly the same connotation to thousands
of people. What's in a name? Basically there
may be nothing in a name, but millions of people are ready to fight for a word and what
the word means to them, regardless of its origin and its meaning to other people.
Society puts its stamp on words so effectively that most of us hardly dare to use a
word in good stanciing. When victuals was decreed as just the thing, everybody that wanted
to appear as anybody quit saying food and said
victuals. Styles changed, and only old-fashioned people clung to victuah as a word, though
most of us still like the things designated by
the word. Food came back into use, now by the
very best and most up-and-coming peo,..1e;
victuals showed a person's crude background.
What our great-grandchildren will call what
they eat "doth not yet appear'•; it is perfectly
possible that even victuals may get another
workout. What is more probable is that some
word now unknown or else in sub-standard
use will come to the front and become a badge
of the very best people.
For most of my life I have lived in a college atmosphere. There have been successive
waves of mere terms to describe ordinary
things. Some of these terms have been the
property of the rarofessor and have been passed back and forth like some sort of 'international currency: "motivation," "social situation," "correlation," and so on to infinity and
nausea. Succeeding generations of students
have been forced to learn Ihe fashionable word
for the plain fact and held up, by me as by
others, until they learned to say the term as
glibly as they could give t-heir own names and
places of residence. And then a new textbook
came out that ignored the old termionology and
forced even the teacher to learn all over again.
Sirlce I have taught grammer steadily for some
forty years, that subject would be a good one
to illustrate what'I mean. Some of the books
I once used called a certain usage of a noun
or pronoun a "resultant object," a pretty good
term for it. I taught that term to thousands
of people. Later texts called the saine thing a
"factitive object," which, by proper knowledge of Latin; means exactly the same.thing.
Now all the texts call it an "objective complement." Meanwhile the thing itself, regardless
of its name, is an every-day feature of our
language and will continue to be. Personally
I have had to learn all the terms and to recognize any suggestion of some other word that
a student from far away brings with him.
The students, too, have had their vocabulary, just as precise as the teachers'. That
is, slang has always been around any college
campus. Each generation, almost each year,
believes that it has found the right word for
the right idea. Rather stangely, the very right
word sometimes dies within a few weeks or
months. Sometimes also, the old, old slang
ciames back seemingly as fresh as one-popular
songs that are reintroduced as if they had just
been created by a composer. And, as among
the teachers, the facts are still hanging around. The "drip" or the "dope" or the "dumbbell" is nothing new, no matter what we call
him now or called hirrrwherr I wartfIrtshffialr
in college. However, not to call him by the accepted name would brand one as being behind the times.

"I don't care if he is president of the company during Boys
Club Week—he's not going to fire ME!"

From The Files:

Tivioti#1.9. Bach The eloch
January 23, 1925:
Paul E. Bugg, a Fulton boy, is
making good in Memphis. He was
promoted with a raise
recently
in salary.
The mass meeting of the men of
the First Baptist Church last
Sunday was a great success. Over
toward the
$5000 was pledged
$30,000 needed to complete the
the
new church house during
year.
R. H. White, a valuable employee of the Illinois Central, a
a
natural born machinist and
young man of good character has
been obtained as manager of the
Maupin Machine shops here. The
entire old force, formerly employed by Read & Little before
they sold out to B. D. Mapuin last
week, will be retained. They in,
elude R. Q. Moss, Jesse Jordan,
uther Pewitt, Paul Kendall,
Tom Hayes and Bob Guinn.
D. Fred Worth and Herber
Finch announ
a joint association for the
neral practice of
law here. T r bffices will be in
the First
ional Bank building
here.
Paducah as' been selected,

"because it was considered the
best location" for the site of the
I. C.'s new $6 million dollar railwhen comroad shops, which
pleted, will be the world's largest, the Paducah News-Democrat
announced this week.
January 24, 1830:
Ben Cantrell, 35, well known
farmer of Austin Springs, was
found frozen to death near his
overturned car on the Palmersville road Saturday. The accident
apparently happened during Friday's snow storm.
More than 180,000 'acres in Arkansas lay under 2 to 3 feet of water this week as engineers fought
to prevent further breaking
of
levees weakened by high -flood
waters this week.
The annual election of officers
Bank this
in the City National
week indicated no changes being
made. Directors include W. W.
Morris, Joe Browder, T. N.
Fields, W. A. Terry, Enoch
Browder, Sam T. Butler, N. G.
Cooke, W. P. Murrell, E. F. Karmire, L. F. Burke and C. P. Williams.

aries be jammed through the should be.
legislature. It rallied to this proThe Kentucky Education Assoposition all the weapons and tools ciation should have a county by
professional
clever
most
of the
county schools district by school
politicians. It went about it in the district, survey of all Kentucky,
most practical political manner. with a complete study of wages
This does not seem the proper and buildings. From that it could
educational det
what is necessary.
)
( rmine
I
way to approach
it would know what annual
Th
matters.
our best in- bu - gets are needed to finance the
A good many
formed citizens believe that Ken- 1 k range program.
takes time—just as
But this
tucky's suciat -end economic ills
stem directly frolt. +hi. deplorable raising the tax •money honestly
education is
condition of our eductti.X.:2 sys takes time. For
tem. We have too few schools, too strictly a local problem. Most of
few well-trained school teachers: the money for schools and teachtoo few youngsters who graduate ers should be raised in the comof munity where the children go to
school, too few
from high
everything which makes an en- school. That means, of course,
that property assessments must
lightened citizenry.
be increased. And that's a slow
The thing which will remedy
process.
all this, which will provide
KenThere are counties in
to
schools, encourage teachers
to
jobs and keep tucky which will be unable
stay on their
youngsters going to school, is support their school system even
if property. assessments are honmore money.
These, by all means, should
The only question, really, is est.
all the money necessary
where is the money coming from. be given
state to provide a sound,
The K. E. A. has decided that by the
complete educational
thirty-four and a half million dol- modern,
This system.
lars is the magic figure.
Because, it's a strange thing—
Kentucky
amount will provide
the local educationteachers with an average of $2,- but the better
the sooner the state
400 a year. This amount itself is al system,
tax burden will be lifted from the
ridiculously low.
state, and local communities will
Teachers, who put several be able to take care
of themyears of their lives and consider- selves.
able money in their education, to
education,
Investing in the
the training and Welfare of our chilequip themselves to train
young, should be paid more than dren is the best investment we
that—or they shouldn't be teach- can make. But it is the best only
ing,.
if it is on a sound and permanent
Thirty-four and a half million basis.
probably is.far too little. But we
don't have any idea how much is
Mrs. Sam Winston left Wedneeded because no educational. nesday night for Cincinnati, Ohio,
survey has been made. We don't where she will join her daughter,
know how many one-room, one Miss Mary Nell Winston and they
California
teacher schools should be elmini- I will go by plane to
ated, or how many or how large land Mexico City for a two weeks
new buildings to
replace them vacation.
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When a group headed by Dean
Maurice F. Seay of the University
the
reported to
of Kentucky
Committee for Kentucky over
four years ago on the condition of
our public schools, the public was
shocked as it had not been shocked before by any revelation
of
conditions inside the state. Some
people found the Seay
report
hard to believe. But nobody
could refute a word of it. And the
result.of the revelation was a substantial increase in school funds,
with higher salaries for teachers
and, in some places, new or enlarged buildings.
Now we get some fresh information about Kentucky schools
in a nation-wide survey conducted by the New York
Times.
which great newspaper seems to
have followed the general pattern
of the Seay report. The Times
says we are fourth from the bottom now in salary averages of
teachers, principals, and supervisors, with $1,990 as
compared
with Mississippi's $1,393, or $27.78
a week; as compared with
the
national
average of $55.37
a
week; Arkansas's $1,675,
and
South Carolina's $1,795. Kentucky
salaries range from $524 to $4,300. Our low is the third lowest in
the country. Mississippi's bottom
is $500, Nebraska's $450.
Our average, now $1,890 for
classroom
teachers, was $1,014
when the Seay report was published by the Committee for Kentucky, based on 1943 data.
"While the national average,"

doubled
says The Times, "has
since 1939-40--it was $1,441 that
year—it has gained only about
$300 in purchasing power." That
is a little over 20 pier cent, and
most of the things teachers have
to buy are up 50 per cent or more
since 1940.
There is a considerable improvement in teaching personnel.
But Kentucky still needs 3,700
more elementary teachers and
200 secondary.
According to the survey conditions in Kentucky are about the
same as in 1948-49. The gains all
came immediately after the rural tax limit was raised from 75
cents to $100 worth of taxable
property to $1.50. This means that
if Kentucky goes to sleep on its
one year's gains, conditions will
soon be deplorable again because
school population is not standing
still—estimated increase of pupils for next school year is 10,000
—and the profession of teaching
is not getting to be any more attractive to young people.
Public indifference all over the
nation' to the most important
thing in modern civilization
is
hard to understand. Americans in
the last decade have reached an
all-time high in extravagance, in
wastefulness. At no time in recorded history
have children
been given more luxuries, had
more money squandered on them
directly by their parents. Yet in
this decade of free spending the
public schools, the most important institution in the nation, came
last in public consideration.

Dick Oberlin:

When tempers have calmed sess these proposals when
Ole
down, when the 1950 session of urgent need for immediate acthe Kentucky state legislature is tion wasn't obscuring our good
history instead of red-hot, cur- judgment. But that urgency make
rent news, it is possible that it necessary to atlankt
. jinde
§Ortiebii-dy will Undertake- f
'stand them riiht now.
scale analysis of the tax proposals
What the K. E. A. in effect has
of the Kentucky Education Asso- done is demand at the elevetith
ciation.
hour that a long range program
It would be much better to aKr for immvement of teachers sal-
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Mrs. P. J. Trinca, sunshine com- MRS. TRINCA
Stoker, Russell
mittee, Mrs. Glenn Dunn. Forty HOSTESS TO
Trinca.
two visits to the sick were an- BRIDGE CLUB
Mrs. e. J. Trinca was hostess
nounced'
Mrs. J. H. Rooney, program to a dessert bridge Friday
Makes
afterchairman for January, presented noon at her home on
Walnut your work
the
followin
g
program
: the Street complimenting the mem- lighter
ST. EDWARDS
theme, 'The Holy Year 1950."
bers of a newly organized bridge
ALTAR SOCIETY
THE
Mrs. C. C. Maxfield gave
MEETS JAN. 12
an club. This was the
club's first
interesting article, "It Starts meeting.
The Altar Society of St. Ed- Within Himself," and Mrs. R. E.
Two tables of members particiwards
Catholic
Church mei Hyland also gave an interesting pated in the games of contract. IRONER
article,
$1$9.93—
"So Soon the Day." Mrs Mrs. Jack Carter was high scorer
Thursday at the school with
low monthly
payments
eleven members, one new mem-_ Charlotte Smith gave a beautiful and Mrs. J. A. Poe second high.
illustrated poem,"Give Him Back
Members are Mesdames, Cartber. Mrs. Irvin Cash and.Father
His Ball."
er, Poe, Thomas Maddox, J. L. BENNETT
Libs present.
During the social hour a con- Jones, Jr., W. H. Sewell, William
217 Main
The meeting opened with praytest was enjoyed with Mrs. 11
er after which Mrs. P. J. Trinca,
land as winner.
retiring president, turned the
Delicious refreshments
wei,
Notice to Members of
meeting over to the new presiserved by the hostesses, Mrs. Tom
dent, Mrs. E D. Keiser.
Carter and Mrs. Glenn Dunn.
I
Comniittees for the new year
were announced
as follows: GARDEN DEPART
MENT
chairman of finance, Mrs. CharFulton, Kentucky
lotte Smith, chairman of sick, MEETS FRIDAY AT
WOMAN'S CLUB HOME
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The Fulton County News, Fulton,
Kentucks.r
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GoOD C,b/APAttro
On the trail of a companionallo

drink? Meet Bond & Lillard—for el
years favored by men who
ate conetonicIKentucky whiskey!
"Uniiormly Fine
Since 1869"

ELECTRIC
Fulton

ut

MOOSE LODGE NO„ 1265

The Garden
Department met
Friday afternoon at 2:30 at the
Club Home with twenty members
present.
Mrs. Hunter Whitesell presided I
over a short business session in
the absence of the chairman, Mrs.
Now Showing
Jess Fields. Minutes and roll call
Thru Saturday
were given by Mrs. F. H. Riddle.
The program leader for the afTWO BIG HITS
ternoon was Mrs. P. F. King and
she led a most interesting informal discussion on "Tips on FlowIII ILLEGAL, ers
for January."
The chairman arrived before
the close of the meeting and gave
HOIVARD DWI MARTA fOREN
a report on the sale of roses by
the club. She announced that over
1400 roses had been sold to residents of the city and this should
do a great deal toward beautifying the town.
During the social
hour the
hostesses,
Mesdames, J. E.
MAHON
Hutcherson, I. H. Read. M. L. McDade, Dick Bard, and R. M. Belew
.un. — Mon. — Tues. served a lovely sandwich
plate
January 22 - 23 - 24
and tea.
.
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"Flaming Fury"
1890

Mrs. W. T. Browning vi•as gracous hostess to the Thursday
luncheon club January 12 at the
Derby.
A delicious luncheon was served at one o'clock after which the
guests went to the Browning
home where
games of bridge
were enjoyed.
Mrs. Uel Killebrew was high
scorer for the afternoon and
Mrs. Arch Huddleston, Jr., second high.
Members attending were Mesdames: Killebrew, Huddleston,
Vernon Owen, Maxwell McDade,
Ilorton Baird, Frank Beadles and
Gilson Latta.

I

-

Mrs. Parks Weaks entertained
her bridge club, Thursday evening at her home in Highlands.
Three tables were arranged for
games of contract. Mrs. Morgan
Omar was awarded
high score
prize and Miss Andy DeMyer
second high prize.
At the conclusion of the gairws
the hostess served a lovely salad
plate.
Members playing were
Mesdames: Morgan Omar, Fred Homra, Clyde Hill, Joe Treas, J. A.
Poe, Stanley Jones, J. L. Jones,
Jr., Vyron Mitchell, Thomas Mahan, Misses Andy DeMyer, Ann
Godfrey and Mary Homra.

1950

6t,th Anntiersttry Yea,

Make 1950 Your
Happiest Year
To be really happy a man must be free from finam
cial worries about unexpected emergencies such as

disabling accidents and illness. He must have peace
of mind that comes from building future security tor
himself and his family.
You can make 1950 your happiest year by becoming
a member of the Woodmen of the World. A Woodmen life insurance certificate then will provide
security. Woodcraft's fraternal, social and civic activities will be yours to enjoy.
Ask tic to give you full inform-:tion
on a Woodmen membership.

Dennis L. Burkett

Meeting Nights Are Changed To:
Officers' meeting, First & Third Friday Nites.
Regular Lodge meetings, second and fourth
Friday nights, each month.
NEW LOCATION OF MOOSE HALL:
212 CHURCH ST. — MAIN FLOOR

KENTUCKY WHISKEY
— A BLEND

tik^4

NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CORP., NEW YORK, N. Y. • 1.1,,o OitAIN
NEUTRAL :"."
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Here is Aitothei film The
Anti-Trust Lawyers Were Wrong!
Ever since the anti-trust lawyers filed their suit to put
A&P
and over the radio, various -allegations.' about how they out of busincss. they have been making, in the newspapers
think this company does business.
Please remember that -allegations- are charges that have
not been proved.
In this case they will be disproved.
There have been times in the past when the anti-trust lawyers
made very damaging -allegations- about this company
that the courts eventually decided were utterly without foundati
on.
In our last advertisement we told you about the time
the anti-trust lawyers charged that A&P, two
other food chains and two labor unions conspired to fix the price
of bread in Washington, D. C.
And yet, when this case came to trial, it was revealed that
the defendants were actually selling bread
cheaper than most other stores in Washington, and there was
absolutely no evidence that they had
ever engaged in any such "alleged" conspiracy.
That was the time Federal Judge T. Alan Goldsborough instruct
ed the jury to bring in a verdict
of "not guilty."
It was the time he said to the anti-trust lawyers:
"If you were to show this record to any experienced trial
lawyer in the world, he
would tell you that there was not any evidence at all.
"Honestly,' have never in my over forty years' experie
nce seen tried a case that was
o
as
neab
liskoeluitt.
ey devoid of evidence as this. That is the honest truth. I
have never seen
But this was not the only time that the anti-trus
t lawyers made such serious “allegations- against A&P which were false.
Again, and still again, they brought cases
against A&P and suffered defeat.
As we have said, we think you are entitled
the second time the anti-trust lawyers were to know about these other cases. And now, we are going to tell you about
wrong.

The North Carolina Potato Case
In December, 1941, the anti-trust lawyers brought a crimina
l suit
in Wilson, North Carolina.
They charged that A&P's fresh fruit and vegetable
buying subsidiary, and other good American citizens, had conspired
depress prices paid farmers for potatoes in North Carolin to fix and
a, Virginia
and Maryland.
Can anyone imagine any charge calculated to be
more damagin

g to a retail
grocery business that must rely on farmers, day
after day, for the food we
distribute to our customers?
In this case the anti-trust lawyers gave a story
to the newspapers, telling

millions of farmers that we were the kind oispeopl
e who would force their
prices down, deprive them of a decent incotne,
and lower their families'
living standard.

These charges were false.
They made these charges despite the fact that it has
always been A&P's
policy to pay our farm suppliers fair market prices for
all produce; to aid
agriculture through better distribution of its products; to
narrow the spread
between farm and retail prices; and to help farmers build
better markets
for their products.
That is why many thousands of farmers all over the country
are now coming
to our support.

When the case finally came to trial, the anti-trust lawyers put
as their first witness a potato expert of the U. S. Department on
of
Agriculture.
This expert, who was the anti-trust lawyers' own witness, testified that contrary to the anti-trust lawyers' "allegations," the
defendants made every effort to help the Department of Agriculture in its efforts to aid the potato farmer in better marketing
of his products and in getting a better price for his products.
When the anti-trust lawyers had put in their evidence and had
argued their
case Federal Judge C. C. Wyche directed the jury to bring in
a verdict of
"not guilty •'

FIELD REPRESENTATIVE
501 West State Line

010010
110

Judge Wyche said to the anti-trust lawyers:
"I have studied this case from the very outset. In my opinion
there is no testimony produced from which it can reasonably
be inferred that the defendants entered into a combination to
depress or lower the price of potatoe-s.
"I might say that I never tried a case in my life where a grecrter
effort, more work, more investigation had been done,combing
almost with a fine-tooth comb to gather evidence., as was done
in this case.
"But, as was said a long time ago, you can't make brick withou
t
straw, and you can't make a case without facts."
So, here was a case in which the anti-trust lawyers made seriousl
y damaging
charges against A&P in which the Judge decided that there
were no facts
to support those charges.

That is why we say the anti-trust lawyers can be wrong and have
been wrong.
That is why we say that they are vrrong again, just as they were
wrong in the Washington bread case and the North Carolina
potato case.
We are going to show the American people that the
9ruit to cl,mtri,i A&P is
really a suit against efficiency and against real competition.

The real question involved in this suit is whether busines
smen ar- going to
be encouraged to do a better and more efficient job; or whether
we are goirtg
to let the anti-trust lawyers in Washington blow the whistle
on anyhc.dy•who
gets big by giving the people more for their money.

No one can make us believe that it is a crime to by to
sell the
best quality food at the lowest possible price.

Fulton, Ky.

WOODMEN of the WORLD
Life Insurance Society
OMAHA, NEBRASKA

THE GREAT ATLANTIC &

AP

PACIFIC TEA COMPANY

Ss
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looked like paintings.
ART DEPARTMENT
ice.
Jaiie Stegall and Ilia Iva Petters' Mr. and Mrs. Paul Roper spent
During the social hour the HAS MEETING
Mrs. Robert Lowry gave an in- of Nashville.
Saturday in Hickman.
hostesses
Mesdames: Charles WITH MRS. FALL
teresting article, 'Every Baptist a
W. B. Brandon of Trion, Ga.,
Rice, Russell Rudd, Earl Collins,
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Johnson
Tither."
best
serve
will
man
ushers
and
as
Mrs.
J.
Fall
E.
Sr.,
was
hostess
Sterling Bennett, Curtis
Hanhave returned from a trip
to
Thornton,
will
include
J.
Jr.,
T.
to
the
Art
Departme
Mrs.
M.
nt
of
D. Phillips dimissed
the
ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor.
cock and Buren Rogers served a
PHONE 880
of Dallas, Texas and Joe W. Mat- Memphis.
ZWINNIIROZIPSIONSYSNONSMIN TS T.IMINSIVINIMIMISXMOISMORC7/1410111/M07 lovely salad plate and spiced tea. Fulton Woman's Club Saturday the meeting with prayer.
afternoon at her hom on Vine
During the social hour delicious thews of Memphis.
V ICTOFIY HOMEMAKERS
Harrison will
Mrs. Raymond
Following the ceremony Mrs.
street.
refreshments were served to sixMRS.
BRADFO
RD
MEET TUESDAY, JAN. 17
go to Lexington as a delegate for
Adams, mother of the bride, will
Mrs. Gordon Baird, chairman. teen members and one
ENTERTAINS
visitor,
The Victory llomenizikers Club the Club to Farm
Home
and
entertain with a reception
at
assisted by Mrs. D. Fred Worth Mrs. Stanley Hays.
BRIDGE[CLUB
met in the home of Mrs. Allen Week.
Hundred Oaks.
Mrs. Ll O. Bradford entertain- was in charge of the business sesJones, 503 Third street Tuesday, Tea for the delegate will be
sion and plans were made for the
January 17 for an all day !fleet- with Mrs. Herman Roberts
BIZZLE-BRANDON
on ed the Tuesday afternoon bridge February
DR. AND ,• S. TRINCA
Meeting of the NUPTIAL
ing.
Thursday, February 9 at 2 club at her home on Third street. Woman's open
S PLANNED
GIVE leo; ER PARTY
Club
at
which
time the
Games of contract were enjoyThe business session was pre- o'clock.
Dr. a d Mrs. P. J. Trinca were
Mrs. Leland Adams and Otis
Art Depar_t_ment will be host
sided over by the president, Mrs. The club was glad to have Mrs. ed during the afternoon. Mrs. V.
dinner party
Bizzle announce the engagement hosts to a lovely
Harold Copeland. Mrs. E. L. Cook McLeod, Home Agent, present L. Freeman was high scorer for 'Mrs. L. A. Clifton, program of ther daughter, Nell Elizabeth, Wednesday at the 13,e.rby complithe afternoon.
chairman, gave a most enjoyable
acted as secretary in the alisence for the business session.
menting
a
grOup of ' th-v,
to Henry Logan Brandon, son of
The hostess served light
on "Antiques of the
re- program
of Mrs. Reginald Williamson. Roll
Rev. and Mrs. B. H. Brandon of friends.
The February meeting will be freshments at
the close of
the East." Mrs. Ira W. Little made a Cross
call was answered by
twenty- in the home of Mrs. Cecil Burn- games.
were
laid
Covers
for sixteen at
Plains, Tenn.
report or the 'Art Delight," and it
one members giving their New ette with Mrs. E. A. Carver as
Miss Sizzle received a Bachelor a "Y" shaped table. Lighted green
was decided to subscribe to the
Year's resolution.
candles
co-hostess.
silver
in
holders were
of
Music Education Degree from
FULTON HOMEMAKERS
magazine "Antiques" to be used
After a
bountiful pot luck
in connection with the depart- Murray State College in Murray, placed at intervals down the cenTO HAVE ALL-DAY
lunch, the house became a hum- DRAMA DEPARTMENT
Ky., where she was a member of ter of the table.
MEETING JANUARY 25
ment's programs.
ming workshop. Beautiful lamp HOLDS JANUARY
A delectable dinner was servBeta Sigma Phi
Sorority and
The Fulton Homemakers will
The
hostess served delicious reshades were made of parchment MEETING TUESDAY
.
have an all-day meeting Wednes- freshments to fourteen members Sigma Alpha Iota, National Pro- ed.
and card board trimmed with diffessional Music Sorority. She was
The guest list included:
The January meeting of
Dr.
the day, January 25 beginning at 10 and one visitor, Mrs. Felix Bright
ferent colored craftstrip
Miss Murray State.
under Drama Department of the Fulton. o'clock at the
V. A. Jackson and
Miss- Marie
Young
Men's , of Nashville.
the supervision of the leaders Womah's Club
Mr.
Brandon
received
Clinton,
Rash
a B. A.
of
Mr. and- Mrs. E.
was held Tuesday Business Club.
Title February meeting will be Degree from Southern Methodist D. Johnson. Jr., of Hickman,
Mrs. Charles Upton and
Mrs. night at 7:30 at the Club Home.
Dr.
Members are asked to bring a!at the
home
Harold Williamson. If you find
of
Mrs.
University
Clanton
at
Dallas
and
Mrs.
and
is
W.
H. Sewell, Mr. and
now
Mrs. Fred Gipson presided over sack lunch.
'Meacham.
that your shades have become the meeting.
in
Vanderbil
t
University
Mrs.
Russell
Pitchford,
School
Mr. and
Four new members
The project will be the making
shabby and discolored or if you were welcomed
of Law. He is a member of Alpha Mrs. Bill Browning, Mr. and Mrs.
into the depart- of parchment shades. All memjust want a change you can put ment. They
Tau
Omega
Fraternity
Hendon
and
Wright
Delta
and
Mr. and'Mrs.
were: Mrs. Bobby bers are urged to attend.
BAPTIST CIRCLE
a new cover on the frame with Matthews,
Theta Phi Legal Fraternity. He Paul Westpheling.
Mrs. Smith Brown,
MEETS WITH
- very little cost and have fun do- Mrs.
is
an
associate
in
BrandonBaldCharlie Walker and
MRS. HYLAND
Miss CAYCE F. H. A.
Our coffee cakes
ling it
win Enterprises. He holds a per- LOVELY DINNER PARTY
Mary Holman.
HAS MEETING
double as desserts, so de
•
The Annie Armstrong Circle of manent Lieutenant (jg) rank in GIVEN SATURD
rn the absence of the recreaMrs. Russ Anderson presented
AY NIGHT
(Too late for last week)
licious are they! Leave
the First Baptist Church met in the Naval Air Corp and is active
tion leader, Mrs. Cecil Burnette a most interesting program which
Mr. and Mrs. Pos Whipple of
The regular monthly meeting the horile of
an order now for a dependin Naval Air Reserve.
led the group in playing , "I'm was a colored film of her
Mrs.
J.
P.
Hyland
trip of the F. H. A. of Cayce School
Hickman were hosts
Saturday
on Holman street.
Thinking of
able supply from ourSomething" and from Honolulu to Canada and the
The ceremony will be solemniz- night to a lovely
dinner party at
Bari/ling. "Sing Your Way Home." scenes were so beautiful that it was called to order by Kathryn , Mrt,::
fresh-baked assortment.
,
V. E. Clayton opened the ed January 28 at four o'clock in the Derby complimen
Rice, the president. Charlene Preting
a
few
LIM, secretary, read the minutes meetilig with prayer. The chair- the afternoon in Harewell Chap- of their friends from
Hickman
of the last meeting and they were man, Mr's. James Fortner, pre- el, Wistminister Presbyterian and Fulton.
sided
over
Church.
the
business.
After
the
Guests from Fulton were: Mr.
approved. In the
absence
of
The Rev. Brandon, father of and !Ws. Harry L. Bushart, Mr
Wanda Stallins, treasurer, Miss , minutes were read and business
Plenty of Hot Water
d
t
th
d
ti
the
bridegroo
and
m
Mrs. Gilson Latta and
officiate.
Pauline Waggoner, advisor, gave
Dr.
Automatically with a
ed over to Mrs. Neal Looney, proBAKERY
Miss Bizzle will be given in Glynn Bushart.
the treasurer's report.
gram
leader,
who
presented
Mrs.
marriage
by
her father and has
Old business was diseased and
207
Commerci
al
Fulton
Hogg, who gave an interest- chosen Miss Dorothy Nanney of
committees gave the following re- , Bill
Mrs. Earl Boone is a patient I
ng_ article, "Playing
Fair
with
Mayfield
as
her
maid
of honor. in Jones Hospital. She is improvports. The F. H. A. enjoyed
PHONE
12ti
a
I
Christmas party and also prepar. t Others," taken from Royal Serv- Other attendants will be Miss ing.
ELECTRIC WATER HEATER
ed a box to send to our adopted I Vs==
Home Economics class in
Ger-I
fit
many. Over a hundred cans of
Table-top or upright models. All
electric, fully
fruit
was given to Mrs.
automatic. 30 to 80 gallon sizes.
Wall,
whose home was destroyed by
• Temperature always
fire shortly before Christmas.
lust right
Initiation of new members were
• Heavily insulated
planned for January 12 including
• Clean and safe
a theater party afterwards. Mrs.
Lee Buckannan chapter mother.
• No flame, no soot,
will be present for the meeting
no flues
and the following will be initiat• Exclusive Radiantube
ed: Ann Ballow, Dorothy Burns,
heating units
From $123.75
Jane Dawes, Loretta Gilbert,
Anna Harris, Carot-n
Jenkins,
Linda Flicks, Eleancr King, Sammy Mills, Carlene Scearce, Marie
Thoinpson, Joan Wade and June

The Woman's Page

ASSORTED

COFFEE CAKES

Mi:
Jana
tenth
Uniol
en in
Mrs.
-

Mos

UNDERWOOD

FRIGIDAIRE

Drastic Reductions In LITTLE Clo. Co.

CLEARANCE SALE OF

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY

Walnut Street

-111*-1*

Fulton
•

Nationally Advertised Brands

wright.

The meeting adjourned
with
the r:H.
PraYerw
0 with
1.511111111111MMINIMMIRREnli
„mgr. k-

SUITS

m-

Were
$67.50
-$65.00
$60.00
$58.50-$56.50

9

VALUE NEWS: Still Some
w GOOD BUYS LEFT!

SUITS
NOW.

$53.95
$52.95
$49.95

$46.95

52.50

$41.95

TOP COATS
Were
$45.00
$42.50
$36.50

Nov,
$36.95
$34.95
$28.95

WHITE and FANCY
ONE LOT-$1.95

1 9.

Modern, waterfall 4-poster bed; circle-mirror vanity with plate glass mirror; matching
bench; roomy chest of drawers; matching
night table. Available in light or dark
GENUINE WALNUT VENEER. Reduced $40.00 from
$189.95.

FOUR - PIECE BEDROOM SUITES:
0950 10950 11950 12950 13950
Fulton Hdwe.
208 Lake Street
eau

$33.95
$31.95

-

Were
$10.00
$ 7.50
ONE LOT ALL SIZES

Now
$7.95
$5.95
'2 OFF

SWEATERS
ONE LOT VALUES
TO $4.50- NOW $1.00

PANTS
ALL PANTS 15% OFF

SWEATERS
ONE LOT 50% OFF

SPORT SHIRTS
ALL SHIRTS 25% OFF

TIES

ONE LOT OF PANTS
50% OFF

!IOW! Take advantage of these reductions on

Now.
$38.95
$36.95

$46.50
$44.50
$42.50
$41.50
$38.50

HATS

SHIRTS

FIVE MASSIVE PIKES!

WiIre

$1.50 Values

75c

ONE LOT OF SUITS
50% OFF

ONE LOT OF ALL

ONE LOT OF ALL

WOOL SPORT COATS
50% OFF

LEATHER COATS
50% OFF
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Furniture Co. •
Phone 1
,CI /i.'

LITTLE CLOTHING CO.
414 Lake Street
-

- -
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Friday,JanuarY 20, um.

Thiquiton County Newa, Fulton,
Kentucky

oper spent
n Johnson
trip
to

:D

LIES

and children spent Sunday with
fage 5
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Marti
the former's
n.
Brockmans are from Riceville.
parents, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Harri
spent
Sunda
y
with
Mrs. Alvis Pittman.
his
son
parents"
Jimmie and Tommie Jackson
and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron
PERSONALS.
Johnny of Clinton spent the
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Eskridge
McAlister'
weekend, near Beelerton.
Fry and Johnny Carl spent
spent Wednesday evening
Sunwith their mother, Mrs. Bill CovMiss Mary Swann Bushart his
with day afternoon with Mr.
and Mrs. ington; Mr. Covington
his sister, Mrs. Will Netherland
rt•turned from a visit with
The January meeti
and their
Coy Harrison.
Mr.
the
on Carr street.
grandmother, Mrs. Maggie Bell. Palestine Homemakersng of
and Mrs Leon
Bondurant in
Mrs.
Sue
Club
meet
Winst
on
atten
ded
the
Geral
dene Hall has been dis- funer
at
Houst
Originated in 1937
Commu
on.
Texas
nity
.
She
Cente
was
al of Mrs. Bulah Moore of
r at 10:30
acmissed from the Paducah hospit
o'cloc Friday, January 20. The companied home by Mrs. &odal
after undergoing an operation. Pilot Oak last week.
FULTON ROUTE 3 majork projec
orant
and
Miss
Carol
t
is
yn
Mr.
the
Hill.
and
making of
"A" SECTION
Mrs. W. O. Greer and
Lana Kay Grubbes is spending
A surprise birthday supper was
parchment lamp shades.
, Mrs. Charlotte Snlith-Eind J. E.
Mae Carter spent Sunday afterBy Mary Nell Grubbs
Mrs. C. E. Williams
given in honor of Mr. Frank Gil- the week with her aunt and un- noon
!Melton spent Sunday with relaat
Evelyn Daugherty
Hopkinsville visiting
Jimmi
Mr.
e
and
Kindr
cle,
ed
Mrs.
Mr.
visite
bert
Bob
and
d LalTy
celebrating his forty-first
Evans and tives in Mayfield.
Mrs. Cecil Lowry of Frank Flatt, who
Miss Garnette Brockwell, Mrs.
is a patient in Cannon Saturday afternoon.
son, Carlton, visited Mr. and
birthday. Those present were. Martin.
Mrs.
the hospital there.
James Grubbs and children
Mrs. Herrnan Snow has returnMr.
and
Mrs.
at- Mrs. Gilbet, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Paul
A
Roy
Jones
surpri
Bard
se
Brown
birthday dinner was
and Mrs. Allie Browder
tended a miscellaneous showe
Marietta Bennett's. guests Fri- and son and
ed from several months visit in
r in Henderson, 'Mr. and Mrs. Billy set in honor of Thomas
Mrs.
Willie
Lon Sunday night. '
Webb day night were: Betty Faye Peep- Brown
Union City Thursday night,
Tampa. Fla.
were Saturday night dingiv- Gilbert, Jimmie, Loretta
and Friday night, January 13. Those les and Patsy Jean Killebrew
en in honor of Mrs. Grubb's
and ner guests of Mrs. Radie Kingsniece, Juianta Gilbert.
attending were:
Mr. and Mrs. Lutrecia's guests were:
Mrs. Eddie Meencie. •
Barbara ton and Clara.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Daugherty Samuel Holley and Dianna, Mr. Ann Peepl
es and
Norma Gail
Mr. and Mrs. Ural Cupples of
and Mrs. James Grubbs, Lana Coole
y.
Gertr
ude
think
s
the Memphis spent the weekend with
Kaye and Tony, Mr. and Mrs. more
the merrier.
Most Complete Stock
Mrs. Cupples' parents, Mr. and
In West Kentucky
Lemael Simpson, Freda and
Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie Luther, Mrs. Everett
Williams.
Jackie, Mr. and Mrs. Billy Mrs.
Howard Pratt and Hubert
Mr. and Mrs. Henson Jones and
Wright and Bobby, Mr. and Mrs. Stone
attended the funeral of Sherrel
visited Mr. and
Jimmie Wright and Cathie, Mrs. their
Mrs.
cousin, Charles Wright, who Stephens awhil
400 New Pair Just
e Saturday night.
Thurman Evans, Mrs. Thomas was
fatally injured in a railroad
Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Irvan
Webb, Terry and Delene.
Arrived;
accident last week.
moved to the
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Matthews
Any resemblance between Bak- Kingston storeMcDade farm near
Size
s 6 to 12
Monday.
of Dorena. Mo., are visiting the er
Cosby and Bugs Bunny, since
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon atformer's' parents, because of high he
departed with six of his food tended the basket
442 Lake Street
ball game in
water.
Phone 237
choppers, is purely coincidental. Fulton Friday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Arnold
Mrs. Carl Yates is spending a
and son, visited Mr. and Mrs. Bill
WEST STATE LINE few days in Memphis with Mr.
Daugherty and children Thursand Mrs. Harold Hopkins
'and
day night.
Mrs. Edgar Grissom
their new son, Richard Eugene.
A good attendance was at the
Correction for previous writing
Miss Betty Ridgeway attended
State No. 73-793
. . . . Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Wil- State Line Mission both Sunday the ball game with
Miss Charlotte
kerson, Mr. and Mrs.
Duncan afternoon and Saturday evening. Williams in Fulton Friday night.
204 MAIN STREET
Alexander were in Paducah Sun- Rev. Earl Baird,", the pastor,
REPORT OF CONDITION OF THE
FULTON, KY
We were sorry to hear of the
day afternoon bowling not shop- brought two fine messages.
death of Mrs. Beulah Moore. Our
ping. Whatever could they shop
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom deepest
sympathy goes to the
for on Sunday?
attended the Riceville
Baptist family.
We also wish to to send our
Church Sunday
morning and
Of Fulton in the State of Kentucky
at the close of business
Sunday evening, the State Line sympathy to the Gardner family
"B" SECTION
in the loss of their mother.
Misgion in the afternoon.
on December 31, 1949.
Martha Luther
Mrs. Estelle Taylor and chilLittle Joe Barns of Fulton !pent
dren, Ann and Charles of Brad-'Wednesday night with
Dickey
PALESTINE
—ASSETS—
ford, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Jim Collier.
r- , I
Mrs. Leslie Nugent
Cash, balances with other banks,
Lamb and children, Donnie and
including reMr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom
Mr.
and
Mrs.
serve balances, & cash items in proces
Rober
t
Watts
Jane of Milan were guests
s of col.. $ 391,267.89
of were the supper
guests of Mr. visited Mrs. Leonard
i Uti:ieci States Government obliga
Harrison
Myrtle Windsor and Sonny last and 1VIrs. Finis Sandl
tiona, airect
ing
and
and
chilMr.
and
Mrs.
Jeff
Harrison
and guaranteed
Sunday week.
dren Wednesday at Riceville.
Sunday afternoon.
503,990.93
Ak
bligations of States and political subdiv
Elizabeth
Murrell was
the Dickey Collier spent
isions
Sunday
Mr.
and
28,145
Mrs.
.19
E.
E.
Brock
man
Other bonds, notes, and debentures
weekend guest of Miss Ruth Fa- night with Dan Weath
/111141111/4/111,
1
erspoon of and daughter attended church at
/
Vdt-'111\
None
;4
gan of Paducah.
orporale stocks (including s no mix-it
tt
s -•
the Middle Road. Jimmy Wallace Palestine Sunda
_ 4rj
or Federy and were the
puRE
Maudi
ne
al Reserve Bank) .
Dicke
rson
and
Jimm
spent
y Bishop of Water Val- guests of Mr. and Mrs. 13ob
the
.
.6 8
MILK CO.
Evans.
None
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Reed ley also visited Dan.
Loans and discounts (including None
Rev. Bishop and daughters were
overdrafts) 446,033.49,0 Holmes.
PiaelLA'
Bank .premises owned $11,850.00, furnit
13-ercy King is(=Abe sick list.
guests also.
urc and
Dorothy Stephenann was in
PASTEURIZED
fixtures $5,800.00 .
Perry
Browd
er
of
Mrs.
James
near
McDn
Union
de and daugh17,650.00
Union City last Saturday • on
HOMOGENIZED
(Bank premises owned are subjec
ter, Jean, and mother, Mrs. C. J. City is reported ill with a serious
t to $ no
business "we think."
i liens not assumed by bank)
heart condition, in a Union City
Bower
spent
s
Wedne
sday
of the hospit
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Mitchell and
al. He is the brother of RuReal estate owned other than bank premi
T'aquart of mill equals
Linda Moore attended the singing past week with her sister, Mrs. pert
ses ....
None
and Eston Browder. We wish
..tgist eggs and a steak,
'Investments and other assets indire
Mary
Collie
and
r
family
.
at Ruthville Sunday.
ctly reprefor
him a speedy recovery.
en oranges, two pounds
1 senting bank premises or other
Quite a few from this
comTerry Wayne Beadles spent
real estate ..
None
Mr.
Of potatoes and cake.
and
'Customers' liability to the bank on
Saturday with his grandmother, munity attended the singing at and Home Mrs. Richard Mobley
acceptance
r Weatherspoon attendRiceville Baptist Church Sunday
outstanding
Mrs. Gladys Morgan.
Nonc
afternoon. The Victory Quartet of ed the funeral of Mrs. Leola HowOther.assets .
Sunda
y
guests
of
Miss
.....
ell
Ruth
at
Wesley Church Sunday af...•
None
and very
Counsil of Hickman were: Gene Mayfield was there
,
ternoon.
Gray, Jean Glidfull, Patsy Cor- much enjoyed by all. They are
TOTAL ASSETS
Sunda
y
1,387,087.50
um, Alma Lou Royer, Junior heard daily over a Mayfield ra- erspoon visitors of Dan Weathwere Jimmy Bishop,
SERVICE AND QUALITY
rooms. Tommy lloyer, James dio station.
Dicki
e
Collie
r and Jimmy WalMr. and Mrs. J. C. Olive and
Counsil and tbe Ames brothers.
lace.
PHONE 81*
Mrs. Melvina Underwood has son visited relatives in Hickman
—LIABILMES—
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph McAli
sterbeen the guests of her son, Jack Sunday and saw the high water
Demand deposits of individuah,
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Olive killed
Underwood and family this past
partnerships,
hogs Monday and
and corporations
finished on
week.
1,064,
$
219.51
Tuesd
ay.
Time deposits of individuals, partne
Mrs. Vassie Walker of
rships, and
Ann
Becau
se of the recent rains the
corporations
Arbor, Mich., has returned
to work on the basement of Pales3,006.50
Deposits of United States Gover
her home after an extended visit
nment (includtine
Churc
h has been stopped for
ing postal savings)
with Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Sullia few days.
Nom.
Deposits of States and political
van and family.
subdivisions. ..
Mr.
and
Mrs. E. E. Brockman
172,666.0C
Mrs. Minnie Gadbury and Ben and
Deposits of banks
daughter attended church at
50,000.00
of Cayce spent Saturday
Other deposits (certified and office
with Palestine Sunday anorning.
rs' checks,
The
etc.)
4,508.
26
TOTAL DEPOSITS
$1,294,400.27
Bills payable, rediscounts, and other
liabilities
for borrowed money
None
,o
ct)
Mortgages,or other liens, $ none
on bank premises and $ none on other real estate
None
Acceptances executed by or for
account of this
bank and outstanding
None
ther liabilities
None

9100,
HENRY I. SIEGEL-CITY

Army - Type Field Shoes
$595

,..An
so de.
Leave
depend1 our tment.

OD

•

95
95

)5

35

Fulton

Forrester's Shoe Shop

FULTON

BANK

-.4111pril
11

PURE MILK CO.

IRBY'S

ORPHEUM

TOTAL LIABILITIES (not including
subordinated obligations shown below
)
$ 1,294,400.27
—CAPITAL ACCOUNTS—
Capitai •
Surplus
Undivided profits
Reserves (and retirement account for prefer
red
capital)
TOTAL CAPITAL ACCOUNT'S
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL
ACCOUNTS
• This bank's capital consists of common stock
with total par value of $50,000.00.

$

50,000.00
10,000.00
32,687.23
None

$

92,687.23

1,387,087.50

—MEMORANDA—
Assets pledged or assigned to secure liabilities
and for other purposes
$ 278,032.68
Obligations subordinated to claims of depositors
and other cseditors, not included in liabilities
None
(a) Loans as shown above are after deduction
of reserves of
None
(b) Securities as shown above are after deduction of reserves of
None
I, Russell H. Pitchford, Vice-President and Cashier, of
the
kbove-named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement is true, and that it fully and correctly represents
the true
tate of the several matters herein contained and set forth,
to
the best of my knowledge and belief.
RIJSSELL PITCHFORD.
Correct—Attest:
M. F. McDADE,
GILSON LATTA
MA W. LITTLE
W. S. ATKINS
FRANK T. BEADLES
State of KENTUCKY, County of FULTON, ss:
Sworn-to ancl.subscribed before- Me thil 19th clay-br Jan
uary, 1950, and I hereby certify that I am not an officer or di
rector of this bank.
My commission expires Feb. 3, 1950.
W. C. REED, Notary Public.

FINAL CLEARANCE SALE.
STARTS FRIDAy

FULTON, KENTUCKY

FRIDAY — SATURDAY — JANUARY

All merchandise must go,to make room for
20 21

GENE AUTRY

KAZAN

and
CHAMPION

with
Stephen Dunne
Lois Mav.vell

in
"LOADED PISTOLS"'

Their Love
stoPf
set

L_,ItosallAVEI Aiwa,

Sunday — Monday
Tuesday
Jan. 22 - 23 - 21

STEvois

P

rr[ril;t)
9 s
Tog
sSAKALL• GREEN
7 "Cutd,es

CHANL0111

GALL

WOOD • ROBBINS
JOHtTir'iTAHL • GEOR"altSSEL

WEDNESDAY — THURSDAY — JAN. 25 - 26
, ACAD.;

ivt.-y

AWARD WINNER!

Laurence
.
1
4
nr•seros_

et

A
A thq,e,,01-i.-..r.,,
, i0eal

Spring Arrivals!

COATS AND SUITS
Only 8 Suits and 18 Coats left. Drastically

Rased on James Oliver
Curwood's Novel!

Ours is
Now a House
of FIRST RIJN
HITS! — You
Can Always
See — A New
Picture at
the Orpheum.

FASHION SHOP

DRESSES
One group $5.00; as long as they last
One group $12.95; 2 for the price of one!
One group $16.95; 2 for the pricy of one!
One group up to $15.00
____
One group Evening and Dinner dresses,
$10.00.
All other dresses greatly reduced.

41,4

$25.00

UNDERWEAR
Nationally Advertised Rhythm Slips, duri
ng this sale, $2.98
Cotton Slips, $3.98 to $1.98 values, Now
$2.98
Cotton Slips, $2.98 to $3.98 values, Now
$1.98
Jersey Slips up to $3.50, Now $1.7
9
Panties up to $1.50, Now 59c
Artist model Foundation Garments
and Girdles
Values to $12.50,$.5.00
Values to $10.,$2.00 One group,81.06
BLOUSES, uo to $7.95 values
Now $2.98, $3.98
BAGS,up to $10.95 values
Now $3,$5, plus tax
ASSORTED JE'WELRY
25c and 5r
HOSE,small group, up to $1.35 values
50c
OPEN 8:30 FRIDAY MORNING •

I

reduced!

ALL SALES FINAL •

NO RETURNS

Friday, January 20, 1950

The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky
WEST STATE LINE
(Omitted last week)
Mrs. Edgar Grissom
The-re w4 a good attendance
at the State Line Mission SaturSunday afterday evening and
noon. Rev. Earl Baird of Cayce
preached Saturday evening and
Milan
Rev. H. A. Douglas of
brought the message Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. J. C. Olive spent Monday
Lester
with her mother, Mrs.
Brown of Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Hillman Collier
and children spent Sunday afternoon with Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Williams and daughter and their
mother, Mrs. Bettie Williams of
Kingston community.
Funeral services for Lt. Lane E.
Spence will be conducted at 10
a. m. on Wednesday, January 11
at the National Cemetery at Jefferson Barracks, Mo. Lt. Spence,
a B-26 oilpt, was the only son of

FHA LOANS
—See—

T. H. "Tom" Cowden
Phone 1597 Union City, Tenn

AD - ART

610 W. STATE LINE
PHONE 389

Do you suff,r distress fron7)

FEMALE
WEAKNESS

ieriC°

which makes you
NERVOUS several
days 'before'?
Dofemalefuncl
tional Monthly imia
ailments make'
,.L..
you suffer pain,feel so strangely
restless, weak—at such times,
or just before your period?
Then start taking Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound about tcm days before
to relieve snch symptoms.
Pinkharn's i_ .mpound works
through the sympathetic nervous system. Regular use of
Lydia Pinkllam's. Compound
helps build up resistance against
this annoying distress.
Tru/y the woman's friend!
Note: Or you may prefer
Lydia E. Pinkham s TAriLETS
with added iron.

nesday for St. Louis to attend the
FULTON ROUTE 4
Lane
services of Lt.
funeral
Joyce Cruce
Spence at 10:30 a. m.
Mr.
Work begun on the digging of . Mr. and Mrs. Les Cruce,
basement at Palestine Church and Mrs. Junior Cruce visited Mr.
and Mrs. Leman Cruce and famMonday.
Tuesday night.
ily
Tuesday
spent
Wallace
Jimmy
We are glad to hear that Lewis
night with Mrs. Leslie Nugent. •
Holley is home from the hospital.
Sure hope he gets along alright.
PIERCE STATION
Mrs. Leman H. Cruce visited
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Holley Tuesweek)
last
(Omitted
,
day afternoon.
Jarnes Cruce has purchased a
News is scarce this week. There
has been too much sleet and ite new Plymouth.
Mr. and Mrs. Thermon Snyder
for folks to visit.
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Campbell spent
Junior Cruce and Mr. and Mrs.
have returned to their home in
. Les Cruce.
Morganfield, Ky., after attending
Mr. and Mrs. M. I. .Boulton
the funeral of Mrs. Campbell's
have returned from a three
father, Rev. J. W. Sinith. Walter
San
weeks visit to relatives in
Smith also returned to his home
Benito and Harlingen. Texas.
Sunday in Lansing, Mich.
of
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Griffin
CHFISTIAN SCIENCE
Polk, Tenn., have moved in the
Mr. "Truth" is the subject of the
home recently vacated by
be
Lesson-Sermon which will
and Mrs. Claude_Jones.
Science
Christian
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. DeMyer and read in all
world
Miss Roberta DeMyer were -din- churches throughout the
ner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Richnear Johnson
Ferglison
ard
Accurate ....
Grove.
WORKMANSHIP
Richard BiNningham is on the
4t how Cost
Singer Doris Day appears hope- sick list.
Stem are Watches, Clocks a n d Time
ful that comedian Bob Hope will. Mr. and Mrs. Bud
their
join her in .a swim before
having the hom,e remodeled re- Pieces of All Kinds Accurately
IVLB -NBC program Tuesdays at cently vacated by Mr. and Mrs. Repaired at Low Cost by—
underway.
9 p.m., EST, gets
Robert Rogers and will move in
ANDREWS
as soon as it is completed.

Hopeful

a

Mr. and Mrs. Rice M. Spence of
this community and the sympathy of the entire community
goes to Mr. and Mrs. Spence in
their hour of sorrow.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom attended church at Cayce Sunday
morning, the Mission Sunday afBaptist
ternoon, the Riceville
Church Sunday evening and were
the supper guests of Mr. and Mrs.
V. M. Smiley.
Mr. and Mrs. Hillman Collier
spent Monday evening with Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Gambill and
son, Michael Ray.
The children of West State Line
wee out of school two days this
bad
OW week because of the
weather. It was impossible for
the buses to run.
his
Moulton Gambill visited
brother and family awhile Monday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Doublin
and family moved to the Wes
Browder farm. The Grossoms
moved to:Hillman Collier's farm.
Mr. and Mrs. Grissom hnve been
arthe Browder place for the past
ten years.
'The work on the new basement
of Palestine Methodist
Church
got underway Monday morning.

Phnom 470 for Job Printing.

on Sunday January t2, 1950.
The Golden Text is: "The Lord
is nigh unto ail them that call
upon him, to all that call upon
him in truth." (Ps. 145: 18)
Among the
citations
which
comprise the Lesson-Sermon is
the Bible.
the following from
"Righteous art thou, 0 Lord, alio
upright are thy judgments . .
evei
Thy righteousness is an
righteousness, and th:
lasting
law is the truth." (Ps. 119:137.
142)
Mrs. C. H. McDaniel and Suari•attencled the funeral of a rid
tive in Chicago Tuesday.

WHITNEL FUNERAL HOME
408 Eddings Street

Ann W hitnel

Ralph Breeden

Licensed Funeral Director

Apprentice Funeral Director

P. C. Jones,

1

Licensed Funeral Director and Embalmer.

For Ambulance Service Day or Night

PHONE 88
Contract Funeral Home for, and Member of:
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Ina.

Thirst, too. seeks quality
where else does
quality mean so much?

Jewelry Company

RUPTURE
truss with harness of
THROW AWAY Tleat oldstraps,
belts.

leather,

elastic,
IT'S HERE — THE SENSATIONAL NEW INVENTION
SUTHERLAND'S "AID" RUPTURE SUPPORT
Approved by Doctors—Acclaimed by actual wearers as world's
Lasts Indefinitely — Always
greatest dscovery for rupture
Clean — No Odors — Featherweight

CITY DRUG CO.

40p8hoLnaeske7oSt4r2eset

.•
Askfee it tither way...kohl
traiir marks reran the' lame Ming.

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA COLA COMPANY SY

FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., INC.
o F950, The Com-Cede Comport

PALESTINE
(Omitted last week)

Mrs. Leslie Nugent
CaIdMr. ar Mrs. Clarence
we:1 visited Mr. an-: Mrs. Claude
LYDIA E. PINKIL7I'S
i Ne'sor at Duke& na Sunday af(... te VEGETABLE COMPOLINLT'
ternc;..1.
Mr. and Mrs. Hillman Collier
Mrs. Bettie
and family visited
Williams near Water Valley Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Carlene Stokes
honoredj
her son. Lad, on his fifth birthiay Sunday afternoon with
,
aI
party. Those
attending
were:i
Frisie Horton, Dickie Collier,
`Merrill Olive and Susan Stokes.
They enjoyed the
show, "Seabiscuits'' at Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Bard, Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph MeAUst
n.d
Mr. and Mrs. Harold P itt eft
for St. Louis Tuesday to spend
the night and attend the funeral
services of Lt Lane Spence
in
National Cemetery
Wednesday.
They w -11 also visit Mr.'and Mrs.
Bill Milner and son.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Watts attended the funeral of
Walter
Jackson at Salem Church Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bard and Mrs.
Homer Weatherspoon left Wed-- - — -

No One Need Know You're

HARD OF
HEARING

HOTTEST ENGINE NEM *of ISO
C

For you'll be riding behind a power plant that
is not only new but a major sensation of the
1950 season.

595:

ALMOST EVERYONE AGREES
OUR LORNS HRVE NELI:ED
/N E-MER- OEN-C/E5

You'll feel poised and relaxed witE
the new Beltone Phantomold because
no button shows in your ear. Comi
in, phone or mail couixni today tot
valuable FREE booklet.
Loans made in
all surrounding
to :ns and CounMt:MO-PBC
One-Unit Hearing Aid ties in any amount up to
•TESTED BATTERIES
8300 on FurniAll Makes
t u r e, AutomoMail us your battery orders
bile, Livestock,
We pay postage
Write for home demonstration. Comaker. SignaNO COST — NI) OBLIGATION ture.

Either way, this SUPER is certainly something
to see.To this top-notch new power it adds style
and room, comfort and wide outlook, soft
easy stride and Handier new over-all length.

if you will the biggest power-story
of the year. Call it another triumph in
Buick's long history of coming up with car
performance beyond compare.

NUN FRIENDLY
with the Phantomold

And you can have this power either with
Buick's easy-shifting Synchro-Mesh transmission or the silken luxury of Dynaflow Drive.*

ALL it

But, sir, when you step into the sleek-lined
traveler pictured here — hang on to your hat.

You'll be commanding the very latest word in
valve-in-head power—the newest accomplishment of the organization with the country'.
longest stretch of experience in this engine
•
design.

,
*A

I Iere every fist-size fuel charge now delivers
a huskier wallop. Shorter, lighter connecting
rods mean that pistons flash with faster and
livelier action.

a

Heavier crankshafts, floated on bigger, more
rugged bearings, take this greater load and
transmit its stepped-up surge to the drive
shaft and rear wheels.
And yit, behind the wheel, wreathe your face in
smiles at the lift you find! At the trigger-quick
take-off — the mile-eating cruising stride —
your easy disdain for the passing gas pumps.
•
•
You and your SUPER are really stepping out
—and Buick's good name as "a sweetheart on
the road" gains still more lustre.

Even the price justifies a prompt trip to your
Buick dealer to learn more about Buick for
1950. You'll soon see why so many folks are
already saying,"Whatever your price range—
better buy Buick!"
*Standard en RO4DMASTER, animal ore

Nor is road-thrill the only blessing this new
power plant brings. Simpler design makes

Wh'ATEVER YOUR PR/CE R4/1108

O. A. Roland
, Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
3141,

Your Re,
Greater Va,,,

Phone your Buick dealer for a demonstration
Bettone Hearing Service
Box 727. Paducah, Ky.

I

Nam,

tten,)ly

INCOOPORA ED
I Addi ,
Town
...,„,

State

HIGHER-COMPRESSION fireball valve.in head power in
three engines, five hp ratings.(New F•263 engine in SUPER
models.) • NEW-PATTERN STYUNG, with bumper-guard
gr,lles, taper•through fenders, "daublNbubble" taillights
• WIDE-ANGLE VISIBIUTY, close.up road view bcth
forw,d ond back • TRAFFIC-HANDY SIZE,/ass over•all
length for easier parking and garaging,short turning radius
• EXTRA-WIDE SEATS cradled between the axles • SOFT
BUICK RIDE,from all.coil springing, Safety-Ride rirns, low.
pressure tires, ride-steadying torgue•fube • DYNAFLOW
DRIVE standard on all ROM:WASTERS, optional at extra
cost on SUPER and SPECIAL series • NINETEEN MODELS
with Body by fisher • WIDE CHOICE OF EQUIPMENT
adding flexibility to prices that bracket every pit, range

Right Nowt

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
linance

Phone i232
,•'311 Walnut Street
s FRIENDLY Loin Serciat"

224 - 228 Fourth Street
•

•

Fulton, Kentuckl,

When heeler anenmnblIes are bull, BUICK wilt build them

FCIA rnedell.

Features like these mean
4 BUICK'S THE BUY

•

MAIL COUPON

Send me FREE booklet that tells how I can
hesr,:h NO BUT TON in my ear.

extra ant en SUE FR II Rd

oboe* the lowest.

Please visit our new offices.
FRE,E,BOOK

a

service easier, so upkeep diminishes as
problem. Hydraulic valve-lifters keep valves
properly seated for efficient operation — and
for quiet unbroken by tappet noise.

That's the word spreading about
Buick's brand-new F-263 valve-in-head
engine, already proving itself
in the hands of new SUPER owners
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Mrs. B. G. Lowry
Mrs. Lily Gorden and Mrs. Wilma Williams attended a 4-H club
meeting in Mayfield Friday.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Orby Bushart were Mr. and Mrs.
H. B. Gibson and family of Cairo,
Ill., Mr. an4)Mrs. Ed Mount, Mr.
and Mrs. Neal Bushart and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Caldwell
are in Detroit to spend the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Duke Mayfield
Mrs. William
visited Mr: and
noon.
after
ay
Sund
s
Morri
Mrs. Mary Nell Gossum, Mrs.
Mrs. Allene
Louise Olive. and
Lowry visited Mrs. Mary Dean
Swann in Mayfield Friday.
EmersonMr. and Mrs. Roy
visited their son, Ftobert Emerson
Saturday
and Mrs. Emerson
evening.
Funeral services were held
Thursday afternoon at Bethleherri
for.Mrsi Bulah Moore.
Mr,and Mrs. John Yates spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Alton
Horn and family of Brewers, Ky.
Mrs. Martha Lowry was honored Friday evening with a birthMany lovely gifts
day party.
were received and a delicious
meal was served to: Marshall
,
Lowry, Mr. and Mrs. John Yates
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Williams,
Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Lowry, Mr.
and Mrs. R. S. Gossum, Mr..and
ams,
Mrs. B. G. Lowry, Sue Willi
m,
Billy Williams, Jerry Gossu
ams,
Larry Gossum, Naomi Willi
ed
Richard Lowry and the honor
guest, Martha.
tt
Mr. and Mrs. NOrman Pucke
and
were Sunday guests of Mr.
Mrs. M. A. Puckett.
Neal Williams is in a serious
condition at the Fuller-Gillium
Hospital in Mayfield.

Ernest Lowe, Mgr.

Phone 100

NEW LOCATION • •• 217 EAST FOURTH STREET

BUILDER Ili?:
FREE

FREE

MERCHANDISE

MERCHANDISE

Evans
Mr. and Mrs. Colour
and
were Sunday visitors of Mr.
Mrs. Claude'Graddy.
y
We welcome the Wells famil
d to
of Fulgham, who have move
and
the Bob Pitts place and Mr.
y of
Mrs. Press Griffin and famil
Polk, Tenn., who moved to the
ed
Browder place recently vacat
Austin.
by Mr. and Mrs. Elbert
Mrs. Jack Lowe and Jane spent
n
Monday and Tuesday in Kento
Jessie
with her mother, Mrs.
Rains.
ren
Mrs. Gerald Hicks and child
weekend
of Humboldt spent the
Mrs.
with her parents, Mr. and
Arthur Birmingham.
the
Miss Roberta DeMyer was
Christine
dinner guest of Mrs.
Pierce Sunday.

—All we want in return is to see
your smiling face in our store
each week during the next six
weeks.

NOTHING TO BUY! NO OBLIGATION! YOU DO NOT HAVE
TO BE PRESENT TO WIN!

DRAWINGS START FEB. 4
DRAWINGS END MAR. 1ST
AWARDS FEB. 4th

26 - PIECE STAINLESS STEEL

32 - PIECE FLORAL DESIGN

et
areSERVICSE FOR
TCOMaPLEbTElWITeH w
6!
TRAY! •

ishSETe! s
Set oUTIfFUL DINDNER
WARE

#
,peActA

• A BEA
• SERVICE FOR SIX
$10.00
VALUE

Oval

K
DES
AIN!
BARG

ler with
ransmisDrive.*

SEVEN DRAWERS!
WATER FALL FRONT
REG. $36.95

LUCIEN LELONG
PERFUMED SOAP

19.95

• LIFETIME SET; NEVER WEARS OUT!
$9.00
VALUE

LUGGAGE
S
O
I
D
A
R
t
u
O
e
s
Clo
14 - HOUR SERVICE
We Repair

KNEEHOLE

les as a
p valves
n — and

to your
Lack for
llks are
range —

get your FREE
Come in
TICKET NCW —Come back and
get anothe: each week. First
drawing Sat., Feb. 4 and a new
drawing, with new prizes, each
week during February.

SOMETHING FOR NOTHING!

PIEFtCE STATION

mething
Ids style
ook, soft
I length.

FURNITURE CO7

RION ELECTRIC

* Army and Navy
handbags!

YOUR CHOICE -,-WHILE THEY LAST

* Other miscellaneous
luggage!
* Values to $5.45!

each 99c

BARGAIN!

,rrrnal at
•I 1,41 •no

regularly 1
1.50
Lucien Lelong Frenchmilled soap' Replenish
-7
your own supply shelf
for,
boxes
few
a
and add
gifts. Beautiful pastel
;
.
package of three cakes.-,
r,
fragrant, with Jasmine,
Honeysuckle, Gardenia,
Sweetpea, Carnation
or Lilac. At this very
special price for
a limited time only.

'veer in
SUPER
-guard
alhghts
w both
ver•oll
radiut
SOFT
5, low-

FLOW
extra
,DELS
MENT
rang.

EVANS DRUG CO.
216 Lake Street

•

ist

Fulton

ROLL - AWAY BED
Complete with mattress! Full Size
SPECIAL
SLAT SPRINGS;
A $11.90
COMBINED
VALUE!

$19.95

IN TODAY - - - - OUT TOMORROW
We hare a complete line of tubes,
parts, Etc.
PICKUP and DELIVERY

This Week's Hit Parade
1. I Can dream, Can't I.
2. Mule Train.
3. Dear hearts and gentle people.
4. The old master painter.
5. A dreamer's holiday.

6. Slipping around.
7. Don't Cry Joe.
8. Johnson Rag.
9. There's no tomorrow.
10. Bibbidi-Bobbidi-Boo.

NEW RECORDS ARRIVING DPY!
•

Our Rec.ord Stock is Catalogued and Displayed For Your Convenient Shopping. Come in and Browse Around!
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associated
Angeles and is now
business in
with his father in
Madras, Ore. The bride and groom will be
at home in Madras, Ore., after
January 10.
Mrs. R. H. Wade, with Miss
White flew to California for the
wedding with Mrs. Wade staying
for a longer visit.
—Whittier (Cal.) News

BARBARA ASKRW AND
ROY PENDERGRAPT JR.
SAY MARRIAGE VOWS
Barbara Lynn Askew, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Hollie Askew of Whittier, Calif., became the bride of Roy William
Pendergraft, Jr., son of Mr. and
Pendergraft, Sr., of
Mrs. Roy
Wednesday,
Madras, Ore., on
December 28th, the wedding anniversary of her parents.
Miss Askew is a daughter of
the former Miss Ruth Wade and
a granddaughter of Mrs. R. H.
Wade of this city.
The double ring ceremony was
performed by the Rev. G. R.
Siemens at 8 o'clock in the evenBaptist
the . Calvary
ing in
Church. '
Miss Jane White of Fulton, Ky..
cousirr of-the bride, was maid of
honor.
vras of American
Her gown
with portbeauty slipper satin
rait neckline, fitted bodice and
full skirt. She carried a white
satin muff with American beauty
rosebuds. The other bridesmaids
wore similar gowns.
The bride was given in marriage by her father. She wore a
fashioned
gown of white satin
buttoning
with a tight bodice,
down the back with tiny white
satin buttons. The deep yoke of
was o u tl ined
marquisette
with two ruffles of Chantilly lace.
with
Long tight sleeves ended
calla Idly points. The long full
skirt had a front panel of Chantily lace and satin ruffles, and
the cathedral train was outlined
with the same lace, which also

MARY ANN BENNETT
HONORED WITH
THEATER PARTY

SARAH DEAN CLASS
HAS MEETING WITH
MRS. GORDON BAIRD

Mrs. J. C. Scruggs was hostess
to the Saturday evening bridge
club at her home on Carr street.
Mrs. J. V. Freeman and Mrs.
Elizabeth Snow were guests of
the club.
At the conclusion of the games
Mrs. A. G. Baldridge was high
scorer for the members and Mrs.
Snow for the guests.
Mrs. Scruggs served light refreshments.
MesMembers playing were
dames, Baldridge, Joe Bennett,
Jr., M. C. Payne, Guy Gingles,
Hugh Pigue and Martin Nall.

Mrs. Gordon Baird was hostess
to the Sarah Dean Class meeting
Christian Church
of the First
Monday afternoon at her home on
Second street.
Mrs. Clyde Williams, Sr., vice- McArthur.

11111111MEDotty's January Sales

Nylon Crepe

Bennett
Mrs. Charles Robert
honored her daughter, Mary Ann,
on her ninth birthday Saturday
afternoon with a theater party
at the Orpheum.
After the show Mary Ann and
home
went to her
her guests
where cake and ice cream were
served from a pretty appointed
table centered with a delectable
REAL ESTATE and
birthday cake.
Boxes of candy were given a PUBLIC AUCTIONEER
favors. Mary Ann received man \
Office Over City National Bank
nice gifts.
Phone 61
were: Judy
guests
Invited
Browning, Barbara Ann Boyd,
CITY PROPERTY
AND
FARM
Ann Fall, Patsy Fall, Ruth Louise
LIST OR BUY WITH US!
Butts, Brenda Brown, Susan Bus- I
hart, Nancy Bushart and Sidney I
Calliham.

SLIPS

CHAS. W. BURROW

ICED

chairman, presided over the business session in the absence of the
chairman, Mrs. B. G. Huff.
Mrs. Harry Murphy conducted
the program, introducing the new
study book on "The Bible and
Huinan Rights" by Dr. Kathleen

MRS. SCRUGGS
HOSTESS TO
BRIDGE CLUB

White Only!
Sizes 32 to 44.
Tailored only.
4 gored cut

$298

WINES

Its magic — fast drying — no ironing
will out wear 3 ordinary slips — a value!

_

WHISKEY
GIN
RUM

SHIRTS
FINE BROADCLOTII

Veterinary Service
Day or Night

LIQUEI1S-

bordered the veil of French il- Norman and Fulton High Schools.
lusion which fell from a halo of The family moved to California
of
lace and orange blossoms. The in 1944. She is a graduate
a Whittier Union High School and
ornament was
bride's only
string of pearls, an heirloom of attended California Theological
her paternal grandmother, Mrs. Seminary of Los Angeles.
"Buck Bushart"
Depot Street
The
Mr. Pendergraft also a graduClare Askew of Whittier.
High
Union
Whittier
bride carried a bouquet of white ate of
Los
carnations centered with Ameri- School attended Biola in
can Beauty rosebuds.
the
A reception was held in
church parlor immediately following the ceremony. Receiving
groom and
with the bride and
members of the wedding party
bride's
were Mrs. Askew, the
mother, wearing a gown of black
crepe, sequin-trimmed and a corrosebuds; the
sage of yellow
grandmother,
bride's maternal
' Mrs. R. H. Wade of Fulton, Ky.,
wearing a gown of black crepe,
satin-trimmed and with a purple
•
•
•
••
•
•
•
•
••
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
her
throated orchid pinned on
maternal
shoulder; the groom's
grandmother of Ontario, Calif.,
wearing a gray crepe dress with
la purple orchid arid Mrs. S. L.
a
Finley of Bellflower, Calif.,
cousin of the bride, wearing black
crepe, trimmed with gold seq, uins.
The bride's table was overlaid
centered
with a lace cloth and
with a tiered wedding cake with
crystal candelabra holding lightside of the
ed tapers on either
cake and matching arrangements
of chrysanthemums, gladioli and
poinsettias at each end of the
table.
After greeting the guests, Mr.
and Mrs. Pendergraft left for a
Springs.
wedding trip to Palm
The bride was wearing a Joselli
original suit of gray wool gabardine with navy accessories and a
corsage of red rosebuds.
Mrs. Pendergraft was born in
Fulton, Ky., and attended Terry

Peter Pan and
.hirt necks-white and pa_stels--all sizes
regular $1.59
Value

DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE

Phone 807-it
or Call 70

Dr. H.W.Connaughton
Graduate Veterinarian
Located on Martin -Fulton
Mghway.

WE MAKE
YOUR
OLD RADIO
SING
LIKE NEW

If your radio leaves something
to be desired in the way it performs and in the pleasure it
brings you, call us. We know
how to fix it so it will be easy
on your ears. Our service is
prompt, expert and economical
—PROMPT ATTENTION—
PHONE 4-0-1

CITY ELECTRIC
And Tire Company
205 Commercial Ave.

Fulton
Dotty's January Sale

I

We Want To Buy Your:
WHITE AND YELLOW CORN

)W

............................. .................... ''

HIGHEST MARKET PRICES!

ICS,

.............................................................................
''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''
''''''''''.........................................................................
....
..
'''''''''
...................................................................

••••Nio

CUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXING

.........

'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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We can sineeten it with mola.s-ses.

WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

We Sell Surge Milkers
Installed and in Operation in Three Hours

All Kinds Of
LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY FEEDS
and All Kinds of Field Seeds
Our Specialty:
WE CLEAN ALL TYPES OF FIELD SEED,
SUCH AS JAP, KOREAN, KOBE,
SERICEA, ETC.

(av

— ES SIR here's my new baby, and
quite a gal she is, too. She weighed in
at 45,000 horsepower when she was
born, and in a couple of months she'll
double in size. By March she'll be up
tc 90,000 horsepower, delivering half
a ;Illion kilowatt hours every year—
/LI ce times the number of kilowatt
hours used last year by ALL of the
eif,cirified farms in the 73 county area
KU serves.

"You think kids are expensive these
days!' Brother, you don't know the
half of it. This one cost $10,000,000.
But she's worth every penny of it.
"EAT! and DRINK! Wow! Two
hundred seventy thousand tons of Kentucky coal every year, and 86,000,000
gallons of water every day. That's
enough coal to keep 216 Kentucky
miners working the year 'round, and
it's enough w.ater to meet,the needs of

a city about the size of Lexington.
"Green River is part of what we calf
our 'plentiful power' plan. Her brother Tyrone was born in 1948, and she's
a mite bigger than he is. He weighed
in with 80,000 horsepower.
"This isn't our last one, either. So
long as Kentucky's power neck's grow,
we'll keep on building new plaets (Jr
adding new generators or other power
sources to the ones we have.*

UTILITIES COMPANY

We hare a good supply of Barb Wire, Wire
Fencing and Metal Roofing.

A. C. BUTTS & SONS
Groceries --- Feeds --- Seeds
Phones 602 -- 603

-

a
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•••• •••••
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s the soil.
of the schools of the county and its succeu whether they imow it important resource
have signified their intention of or not. The health and standard Fulton County Soil Conservation
District.
awarding cash prizes year after i of living of our people as well as
year.
By Chas. E. Wright
all future generations depend upChairman
It is our depire as supervisors o_n how we take care of our most
ments have given the program
ith(the responsibility ,
moral support and in one case charged
of the program in the county to
financial support.
percent cohave one hundred
Reed Bros. Feed and Seed
operation from every one in maktaken
have
of
Fulton
merchants,
ing the program touccess as fast
as their project the soil conserva- as possible. Every man, woman
ed in
tion essay contest for the pupils and child is vitality interest

Soil Conservation Report Shows Interest, Progress
ment was signed with the Federal sod water ways established. It is
Soil Conservation Service for the anticipated that these practices
the
assistance of a trained soil con- will be carried out within
servationist to assist cooperating next five years.
Seventy two individual farms
farmers in developing a soil and
conservation plan on their indi- 1 planned for 1950 has been set up
as the goal with at least twenty
vidual farms.
Mr. G. C. Richardson came 'to percent.of the planned practices
of to be applied. "
the County about the first
We have had the assistance of
July 1949. Office space, equipment and materials had to be sec- the County Agent in setting up
ured before the work could even the program and doing much edstart, so the time has been short, ucational work in the field. Vomeasured in terms of soil con_er- cational Agriculture through the
vation.
teachers has done an
Veteran
There are aPproximately 110,- out-standing-job of selling the
000 acres in Fulton County. program to their classes and have
to steep turned more in than half of reAbout half is rolling
land. The other half is bottom quests for service. The Producland. Much of the upland is so tion and Marketing Administrabadly eroded that it falls in class tion have been very helpful in
four, six and seven. A large per- locating farm boundaries on
cent of the bottom land is such photos for capability. Surveys
SUPERVISORS REPORT
poor internal civic clubs and business establishTO
quality due to
drainage that it falls in class
THE PEOPLE OF
THE FULTON COUNTY SOIL three and four. Seventy five percent of the class two and three
CONSERVATION DISTRICT
in the county needs terFeeling the need of an organi- upland
if cultivated in row crops.
zed effort to conserve the land of racing
four, six and seven land
Fulton County a group of farm- The class
be kept in a dense vigorers petitioned the state committee should
pasture sod at all times. The
to set up a soil conservation dis- ous
bottom land if needed shouM
trict in Fulton County under the good
ditches
be drained with open
laws of the State of Kentucky.
possible. The class three
Having completed the organiza- where
tour bottom land with open
tion with the election of a board and
drainage is best used in additch
five
af
d
of supervisors compose
lepasture grasses apd
apted
agreeof
dum
farmers a memora
gumes.
realizing these
The farmers
conditions decided the problem
could best be solved by rendering
assistance though a cooperative
organization.
We as district supervisors solicit the help of all governmental
Agencies, civic organization and
individuals in development of the
soil and water conservation program. Since the Soil Conservation Service works only through
district organization in planning
Pnd getting the proper conservation practices applied to land according to its capabilities it is
natural that they contribute more
to the program.
We feel that the interest thus
has justified the organization.
far
A
You Can Buy
'rhey had received up to January
1st sixty-six signed requests for
assistance in developing soil and
JOHN DEERE
water conservation plans on their
farms. Plans had been developed
on eighteen of the sixty-six covering approximately 1700 acres
leaving a back-log of forty eight
covering about 10,800 acres to be
ON
planned in 1950 in addition to the
requests that will come in during
the year.
The eighteen farms on which
plans have been written include
874 aeres to be farmed on -41ie
contour, 440 acres of winter cover and green manure crops to be
seeded. 830 acres of pasture improvement (mowing and fertilizing), 736 acres to be seeded to
pasture, 6 ponds to be constructed, 25 miles of terraces to be cone ditches
Fulton structed 1 mile drainag
4th St.
to be constructed, 653 acres of rotation cow -e.rops and_5.7___acres of

The first report of the Fulton
County Soil Conservation District indicates a tremendous interest in this organization, ivith
requests for assistance far outdistancing ability to meet the
demand, the report showed this
week.
Eighteen plans have been developed. and 4S will be tackled
this year; when these 66 are
completed. almost a fourth of
the rolling and steep land in the
county will be in planned terracing, drainage and planting
. . . . an immediate record attesting to the progressive spirit
Fulton
methods of the
and
County farmer.
The complete report is reprinted herewith:

" QUALITY

LENNOX

OIL AND COAL FURNACES

Furnaces Cleaned and Repaired
Gutters and Downspouts Repaired or Replacad
For Prompt Service Phone 502

We Handle
Only

TAYLOR'S

FEEDS

Dependable,
Good Quality
109 CHURCH SI.
PHONE 183
FULTON

FOR

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Fulton, Ky.

Olive Street

*WIN111111101111111111111M7

LIVESTOCK

NEEDS"

NOW

NOW OPEN! A NEW DEPARTMENT!

CUSTOM GRINDING
- and CUSTOM MIXING

TRACTOR

2 YEARS
TIME

WILLIAMS HDW.

Bring us your farm-produced mixture - - - - We can add a
Supplement - - - a Concentrate - - - a Mineral, or a Combination of those (including molasses) in desired proportions.
We are now ready to serve you, and we solicit your
patronage.

NO

- POPULAR PRICES -

MORE
WAIT
-

N.44, ?dol

HERE'S
YOUR
y's

io
v,
:r

STRAIGHT

of you,
MR. D. J. JONES Who needs no introduction to most seve
ral

having been engaged in the poultry and feed trade here for
s
years, is now associated with our FARM SERVICE DEPARTMENT. Mr. Jone
will ASSIST Mr. B. A. ROSS. We cordially invite you to avail yourself
of the service of either of these experts in their fields.

STRAIGHT
NOW YOU CAN GET
S OLD
BOURBON WHISKEY 4 YEAR
Straight, Fifths

Bond, Fifths

$425

$475
Charter Oak
Package
—At Your Favorite

1117171111thriN1-31M111
1111.:AUULALIALAL3ULIN
MILLING COMPANY, INC.
Telephone 900

Store—

ow
"You'll Be Glad Tomorr
Whiskey Today"
You Bought Straight

FULTON,

KENTUCKY

I. 3,
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Fulton Saturday.
•
TYPEWRITERS, ADDING MA- cal care.
Mrs. McClain,
wife of Rev.
Miss Odell
Puckett
visited
CHINES, CASH, REGISTERS
Jack McClain, is doing nicely af- Mrs. J. T. Robey and Mrs. Dona
SALES REPAIR, TRADE
undergone surgery at Stewart Sunday.
FULTON OFFICE SUPPLY CO. ter having
BUY-SELL-IiIRE-RENT
Haws Hospital the past week.
Our sympathy goes out to Mrs.
"Everything For The Office"
'Gusta Rhodes on the death of her
with an economical classified
Phone 85
WATER VALLEY 'mother, Mrs. Jennie Gardner.
ad in this column, read each
She passed away Saturday afterweek throughout the Fulton FOR SALE: 1 used Farmall "H"
Odell Puckett
tractor and cultivator (Barnoon and was buried Monday aftrade area. No other method
Runeltta
spent
Hopkins
Miss
gain). Paul Nailling Imp. Co..
ternoon at Mt. Zion.
reaches so many for so little.
Monday
night
her
with
sister,
Fulton, Kentucky.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ros and
Xirst Insertion Se per word
Mrs. T. B. Pewitt, Jr., and
Mr.
(minimum, 50e)
girls drove to Columbus Sunday
Pewitt.
1
2e 74 Acres of land, 4 room house,
Each Succeeding Insertion I/
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Puckett to see the high water. They reper word.
stock barn and other outbuild- shopped in Mayfield Monday af- ported them very high.
ings half in good bottom land ternoon.1
Mr. and Mrs. Murrell Stephens
on .ravel road and electric
We will be glad to help you
Miss Jearlene Hall underwent and children visited Sunday with
prepare your ad at our office;
lights. Possession at once. $7,- a minor operation at the River- his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lee
or mail it in with the money.
410.00. See H. L. HARDY.
side Hospital in Paducah Tueg- Stephens.
All classified ads are cash in
Mrs. Eura Hall and Miss Wanday afternoon.
advance.
FOR SALE: 1 Thor washer with
Mrs. J. B. Byrn spent Wednes- da Hall visited Sun. afternoon
dish washer or dish washer day with Mrs. W. T. Edwards.
with Miss Jearlene Hall, who has
separate. Not used hut one year.
W. T. Edwards and Hal Kizer been a patient in the Riverside
Phone
Charlie
470
Hicks.
PulHospital
fishing
in Paducah. They report
NOTICE: Hunting and
shopped in Mayfield Wednesday
ton, Ky.
her feeling better.
and other licenses pertaining to
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Murphy
the county are now being sold WANTED TO
Mrs. Buster Bradley and Jerry
BITY: 300 bushels
of Fulgham spent Sunday with
at the City Hall in Fulton, Fulvisited
Mrs.
Harold
Puckett
of
yellow
corn.
Will pay 10c
r•
her mother, Mrs. Carl Cooley.
ton, Ky.
over tnarket price delivered. Wednesday night.
Will Arnett was attacked "by a
Mrs. Mack Dunn entertained
Call
259.
Hunter
Whitesell,
AUTO GLASS installed while
the bridge club Tuesday'after- would be robber Saturday night.
Fulton,
Ky.
The robber failed to knock him
you wait. Satisfaction guarannoon.
teed. Fulton Paint and Glam.
The Woman's Society of Chris- out, therefore Mr. Arnett didn't
Co. Phone 909.
I WANT TO SHARE CROP up to tian Service of the
Methodist lose any money
50 acres, corn, hay, dairy or Church met Monday
Mrs. Jeanie Scott has returned
afternoon
WELLS DRILLED: Pumps intobacco. Have 4 helpers. Write with Mrs. 011ie Williams.
to her home after visiting
her
A
stalled. Parks Drilling Co. 304
Buddy
Breeden,
Ridgely, good attendance 'was present daughter, Mrs. Jewell Ross near
Paschall Street. Martin HighTenn, Rt. 1.
They will sponsor a church sup- Martin.
way, Fulton, Ky. Phone 1383.
Mr. and Mrs. Harley Newton
oer to be held at the
School
WANTED: Country hams. Cur- Friday night, February
20.
A are moving from St. Louis to the
ATTENTION MEN! Many men
rent market ,prices paid. chicken plate is to be served
and William Boyd (better known as :
are being held back in estabSMITH'S CAFE, Fulton.
the Jeff Pewitt) place southeast
everyone is invited to attend.
lishing themselves in a business
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. McAlister of town.
of their own due to the lack of
Mr. and Mrs. U. S. Copeland
capital. Let us put you in busi- DUKEDOM ROUTE 2 visited Thursday night with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Will Puck- and family, Mr. azid Mrs. E. J.
ness in City of Fulton, Clinton,
Hall spent Sunday with
Mrs.
ett.
Joyce Taylor
Hickman or Fulton Southeast
Mrs. Cora Farmer spent Fri- Etta Colley.
Jane Owen was the Tuesday
Graves Counties. Buy on credit.
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Kizer . and
day afternoon with Mrs.
Lila
The line is complete and pro- night guest of Peggy Casey.
son,_ Hal, Jr., were Sunday dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Leon McBee of Bradley.
fitable. Write Rawleigh's, Dept.
Mrs. Ruby Linder spent Fri- guests of her parents, Mr. and
Murray called on home folks a--KYL-1071-257, Freeport, III.
day night with her sister, Mrs. Mrs' W• T. Edwards.
while Sunday afternoon.
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
Mr. and Mrs. Quitman Casey, Freda Culpepper.
and automatic models, $124.95 Peggy and Bobby spent the weekMrs. 011ie Williams was called
and up. Sales and service. end in Greenfield.
to Lone Oak Saturday by
the
Bennett. Electric, Phone 201, ..Shirley Colburn spent
Tuesday illness of her father.
Fulton, ICy.
.Mrs. Lee Duke visited Wednesnight with Sue Owen.
Mr. and Mrs. O. F. Taylor visit- day with Mrs. Stuiah Jane WootSEE US FOR YOUR PHONOen ,and Mrs. Lova Jobe.
GRAPH
Creomulsion
RECORDS: Latest ed W. L. and Allie Rowland Sunprompt!) because
Mr. and Mrs. James Green and it goes right relieves
to the seat of the
pop-tunes, hillbilly, classics, or day. Other visitors were, Mr. and
children of Fulton spent Wednes- to help loosen and expel germtrouble
Mrs.
Euwin
Rowland
and
girls,
laden
'45 RPM, etc. Standard or long
Puckett day"night with her aunt, Mrs. phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
playing. Sport Center. 324,Wal- Mr. and Mrs. Norman
heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
and Sue of Lone Oak and Kenn- Charles B. Bard.
nut, Fulton, Ky.
Mrs. Ruby Latta spent Sunday mucous membranes.Tell your druggist
eth Rowland.
to
sell you a bottle of Creomulsion
afternoon
with Mrs. Pearl Pigue.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House visi*I SHARPEN DISC blades, mower
Miss Hula Mae Cooley of Pa- with the understanding you must like
blades...any kind of edged tools; ed Neal Williams in a Mayfield
the way it quickly allays the cough
ducah spent the weekend
with or you are to have your money back
Repair clocks, sewing machin- hospital Monday. Mr. Williams is
her mother, Mrs. Carl Cooley.
es, lawn mowers, gas motors, quite ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard ChilArthur Lene Hicks and Joyce
guns of any kind and numerous
dress and children shopped
in for Coughs,ChestColds,Bronchitis
other things. Leonard Holland. Taylor visited Bettie Sue Casey,
and
Located rear of Laird-Gossum Saturday, Saturday night
Sunday in the home of her gi andWelding Shop, Fulton.
mother, Mrs. Lela Casey.
SPINET PIANO BARGAIN
Walter
Colburn spent the
Rather than box and reship, weekend with his family.
some responsible party with
Mrs. Jeanette Hicks and
La
good credit can take over this Donna were the Sunday dinner
beautiful practically new spin- guests of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emet piano, in mshogany, with erson.
matching bench, only 37 inches
Mr. and Mrs. John Yates and
high, and full 88-note, pay Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates shopsmall down payment and as- ped in Mayfield Monday.
Bettie Sue Casey and
sume monthly pzyments. For
Joyce
In The State of Kentucky, At the Close of Busi.
-e Frieav night guests
particulars write Stev- Camp- Taylor w.
ness On December 31, 1949. Published in Resrthe
r
Lene T-T;-'zs. Shirley
hell, Finance Manaw
724
ponse to Call Made By Comptroller of the Curr guest.
South 4th St., Louisville, Ky. Tki igi-s was a supp,
This community was made sad
and we will arrange for you to
rency, Under Section 5211, U. S. Revised Statulast week by the passing of Miss
see and inspect it.
tes
Beulah Moore. We extend our
sympathy to her sister, hIrs. AdBARGAINS IN NEW AND
die Casey and.family.
USED FURNffURE
-ASSETSMr. and Mrs. O. F. Taylor call1239.95 new Mahogany finish bed
room suite (twin beds) slightly ed on Mrs. Pearl Cooley of FulCash, balances with other banks, including re- serve balance, and cash items in process of coldamaged
$149.50 ton Saturday.
Mrs. Bertha Rickman is home
lection
Other bed room suites
1,115,021.23
United
from
States Government obligations, cliAot
the
hospital.
from
and
guaranteed
Bettie
Sue
Casey,
Arthur
I...ne
2,976,300.00
New chifferobes 129 05 a
S6
n(1
9.94uP
Dbligations of States and political subdivisions
Hicks and Joyce Taylor were the
3,485.00
New chest of drawers
Corporate stocks (including $4,800.00 stock of
Sunday
night
guests
of
Mr.
and
from
Federal Reserve bank)
$19.95 and up
5,568.67
One lot regular $15.95 Ter tab- Mrs. Roy Emerson.
Loans and discounts
342.540.93
Bank Premises owned $16,500 00, furniture and
les while they last
$4.95
fixtures $3,000.00
Other odd tables . $3.95 and up
AUSTIN SPRINGS
19.500.00
New studio couches $59.95 and up
TOTAL
ASSETS
$
4,462,415.83
I used Mohair. 2-piece living
Mrs. Carey Frields
room suite (makes bed) $29.95
Relatives, friends and neigh1 used Krolhler davan
$19.95 bors gathered at the home of Mr.
I used pull-up chair regular
and Mrs. Lee Pury this past Sun-LIABILITIES$14.95 only
day and honored their daughter,
Demand
deposits
of individuals, partnerships,
1 used studio couch a bargain
$6fol Mrs. J. T. Puckett with a surprise
and corporatIons
$ 4,208,423.34
some one ....
Mrs.
$18.95 birthday dinner. It was
Deposits
of United States Government
22,174.'01 good used White sewing ma- Puckett's 30th birthday and a
Deposits of States and political subdivisions
18,021797
chine.
bountiful meal was
served at
Deposits of banks
6,613.22
1 nine-piece walnut dining room noon. She also reCeived
many
Other deposits (certified and cashier's checks,
suite a real ba,7,r ain.
nice gifts.
etc.)
4,901r72
TOTAL DEPOSITS
Large selection springs,
News reached relatives here of
$4,260,146.03
Other Liabilities
the illness of Mrs. Ella Smoot in
mattresses and rugs.
6,658.38
Akron, Ohio, the resu?ts of some
TOTAL LIABILITIW
McDADE'S
$ 4.266,804.41
complications following her adUsed Furniture Store vanced age. Mrs. Smoot is a sister of Ed and Irvin Frields and
Henry M. Bethel, Mgr.
-CAPITAL ACCOUNTSChurch Street
Phone 908 the wife of the late Bill Smott
and who has lived in the rubber
Capital Stock:
SEE THESE GOOD USED CARS city many years where most of
(c) Common stock, total par $80,000.00
$
80,000.00
her children are employed. ReNOW!
Surplus
80,000.00
ports
that
are
she
is
resting
Undivided
more
profits
The new 1950 Chrysler and Ply27,286.48
.
Reserves
comfortably
(and
at
retirement
her
residence,
account
103
preferred
for
mouth now on display at the
stock)
8,324.94
KING MOTOR CO. we have on Brighton Drive. Friends may send
sale the following reconditioned cards to that address.
TOTAL
CAPITAL
ACCOUNTS
$ 195,611.42
Mrs. Buton Lassiter is on the
- and rinranteed:
1949 C'ievrolet: Windsor coupe, sick list and requiring some mediTOTAL LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL
ACCOUNTS
radio and heater, white wall
$ 4,462,415.83
tires.
1949 Plymouth: four door special
deluxe with heater.
-MEMORANDA1948 Chevrolet: Fleetmaster, radio and heater.
Assets pledged or assigned to secure liabilities
1946 Chevrolet, Fleetmaster, two
and for other purposes
None
door, radio and heater.
State
of Kentucky,
Several others to choose from.
County of Fulton, ss:
See these good used cars before ,
I, C. P. Williams, Executive Vice President and Cashier, of
you buy.
General Motor and
the above named bank, do solemnly swear that the above stateBody Repair Work
KENG MOTOR CO.
ment is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
in Carr Street
Phone lig7
C. P. WILLIAMS,
Executive Vice-Pres. & Cashier
Sworn to and subscribed be_ F, 00 PER WEEK
fore-rne- this--12tirde0- of -Jan ; Correct-Attests -1950.
Paschall St. (Martin Hi-way)
N. G. COOKE,
W. C. REED,
L. H. WEAKS,
Notary Public.
PHONES: 1655, 1528
JOE BROWDER,
My commission expires Feb. 3,
204 Plqin
Phor e 55
1950.
Directors.
Te..'7,1115PACILitrIMS'
-

CLASSIFIED ADS

1

Beware Coughs

From Common Colds
That HANG ON

CREOMULSION

REPORT OF CONDITION OF THE ,

City Ntional Bank I
OF FULTON

USED PARTS
USED CARS

WILSON'S GARAGE

Enrle Hotel

Friday, January 20, 1950

ROBERTS
AFTER

V

INVENTORY
DON'T FAIL TO ATTEND THIS ANNUAL EVENT, FEATURING HUGE SAVINGS FOR YOU THROUGHOUT THE
STORE. LOOK THIS WHOLE LISTING OVER. SHOP
TODAY!

CLAUSSNER HOSE
3 - DAY SPECIAL
FRI .7. SAT - MON ONLY

am

SAVE ON DRESSES
One group,regular $12.98_ _ _ _ $6:98
One group,regular $12.98_ _ $5.98
One group, regular $9:98
$6.98
One group, regular $9.98
$1.98

First Quality from our
regular stock
15 denier,
51 gauge;
Reg. $1.50

$1 09

SAVE ON SUITS!

30 denier,
Reg. $1.25

All$21.98 Suits

890

..4 415.9N

SAVE ON SWEATERS
Chiklren's Mercerized Cotton
Anklets; elastic top; regular
39c
Now /21 2c

Women's All-wool, reg. $2.98 $1.98
Women's All-wool, reg. $3.98 $2.98
Women's All-wool,reg. $5.98 $3.98

SLIPS

PAJAMAS

Rayon crepe; lace trimmed,
White and Tearose

GOWNS

Women's Cotton Knits
Rec. $3.49 Values

Rayon crepe; lace trim;
assorted colors.
S5.98 values
S3.98 values

$2.98
Values

1.98

1.98

'3 98

'1 98

BLANKETS

YARD GOODS

LOOMCREST nationally - advertised 100% virgin wool singles, 72x84; satin biding; Reg.
$12.98 __
__ Now $8.98
DRUID singles, 25% wool ; rayon binding; 72x84;
Reg. $6.9f3
__•Now $1.98
DRUID
25': wool rayon binding, 72N84
Reg. $7.98 __
Now $5.98
DRUID doubles,5
o61 rayon
binding, 70x80, WHILE THEY
LAST _
.
$3.59

BELLEVIEW 36-inch wide
guaranteed fast color printw;
Reg. 39c yd. __
. Now 29c
GILBRAE woven chambray,
guaranteed fast color, fine combed, mercerized; Reg. $1.19 yd.
Now
89c
COTTON RA YON BED
SPREADS, 84x105, six pastel
colors; Reg. $4.98
Now $3.98
CHENILLE BED SPREADS,
solid colors and color-on-white
combinations; full - bed size;
Reg. $7.98
__
Now $5.98

- SHEETS

PURSES

PANTIES

ENTIRE'STOCK. Vaiues

Children's rayon tearose,

S2.9S, S3.98, S4.98, no, v

regular 39c. now

'1.89

'1.98

12W

BLOUSES

SNUGGIES

GLOVES

WWII:NS; COTTON

Women,
. Ail 1400ls

Foxcroft first quality; type
128, 81x99.
WHILE THEY LAST:

VVHITES and COLORS
1 Group
1 Group
Values $3.98
Values $4.98

$1.98

$2.98

89c Values

39'

79c Values

29°

1,
gr

er
gc
Uzi
er
le

jo

th
sa
to

Of
SV
St

th
of

w
al
ca

811

tri

lo
bi
w;
th
fir
th
r

10
clt
T

si
tl.

$1.98 Values
$1.29
$1.49 Values
98c
Womens, Girls Mittens
98c Values
'4(
'V

MENS WEAR

BOYS WEAR

E&W DRESS SHIRTS from
BOYS SWEATERS; Reg. $2.98
our regular stocks; $2.95 values
and $3.98 ____Now 98c and $1.98
Now ____
....___..______ $1.95
DRESS PANTS, wool & rayon,
BOYS SPORT SHIRTS, E&W,
from our regular stock ; values
long sleeves, flannel ; Reg. $2.98
$6.95, $7.95
Now $1.95
Now ___
....__ Now $1.69
CAPESKIN GLOVES; Reg.
$4.98 and $5.98
__ Now $2.98
TOM SAWYER SPORT
SWEATERS; Reg. $3.98 and
SHIRTS
; long sleeves, flannel ;
$4.98
__ Now $1.98 and $2.98
Reg. $2.98
LEATHER COATS,Reg. $15.95
Now $1.98
button or zip front; Now $9.98
CORDUROY PANTS; T o m
MACKINAWS,all leather,coat
Sawyer, Reg. $5.95 and $6.95
style; Reg. $10.98 and $12.98
Now
Now
$7.98
$1.95
SEE US FOR YOUR;

STAR BRAND
SHOES

BIG SMITH
WORK CLOTHES

.110-BERTS
422 LAKE STREET

RED BALL
FOOVIEAR

